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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18, 1909.

VOL. 46.

MILITARY INTITUTE BEGINS
TWELFTH SESSION.

GURRY COUNTY

URGENT APPEfi L

Per Cent of Former
Fully Eighty-FivPupils Have Returned to Their

there has been an increase enter into
the consumption to the extent of
In schedule as to wool, there
has been no change. In sundries the
duty has been decreased on articles
that enter into consumption of the
country to the extent of $1,179,000,000
and an increase on articles that enter into the consumption of the country, $101,0(i0,00ii.
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RESULTS I II
FRACTURED
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Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.
Roswell, X. II.. Sept. 18. The New
Wool Schedule a Mistake.
Mexico Military Institute has begun
schedule
wool
"With
to
the
the twelfth session with 160 cadets.
respect
I agree that, it is too high, and ought
f
Every room at the post is occupied and
to have been reduced, and that it
applications are still being received.
probably represents considerable more
For more than a week the superintendthan the difference between the cost
ent has been refusing to accept appliof
production abroad and the cost of
cations. The number of old cadets who
here.
The
difficulty
have returned Is exceptionly large. At NECESSITY 70RASSISTANGE PRINCIPAL ADDRESS TONIBHT production
13
PUPILS
01 STRIKE1
woolen
schedule
is that 600
the
about
83
least
per cent of the cadets who
there were two contending factions
were In the Institute last commenceearly in the history of Republican
and were eligible to return are
Territorial Grand Jury Dis- ment
Food
tariff. Wool growers and woolen man- Would Not Sign
and
Him
Supplies, Clothing
Large Throngs Greet
now on duty for session 1909-191Pledge to
that
ufacturers
and
many
years
finally
Lieutenant Colonel Barlow; TJ. S. A.
When He Arrived at the
Refrain From Nefarious
charged This Forenoon
Cooking Utensils Espeago they settled on a basis by which
retired, together with.Jfajor Lohman.
11
should
wool
in
for Term,
have
the grease
Practice.
station This Forenoon
cially Desired.
commandant of cadets, has organized
cents a pouud and by which allowance
the battalion into three companies and
should be made in the shrinkage in
Governor Curry returned this fore- a band. The companies are composed
Washington, Sept. 18. Flood sufToledo, Ohio, Sept. IS. Harry Kirk
Rochester, Minn., Sept. IS. In spite the differential on wrool manufacturnoon from his trip to Albuquerque, of 50 men each. All are
large stalwart ferers from two northern states in of his suffering, Governor Johnson es. The percentage of duty was very a freshman at the Coshocton high
where he went to have his eyes fellows and the battalion bids fair to Mexico are still appealing for help. did not. forget the courtesies due the
fracquite beyond the difference school is near death with a
treated and where he met Governor be the best ever trained at the Inti-tut- U. S. Consul Hanna at Monterey, in chief executive and this morning die-- ; heavy
to escape
in the cost of production, which was tured skull in an effort
a telegram to the state department tated the following telegram to Tuft: not
John Burke of North Dakota. He exthan regarded as a necessary or hazers who attempted to cut his hair.
pects to return to the Duke City on
The cadets take great pride in the describes the destitute condition of "Hearty and sincere welcome to the proper limitations on protective du- Kirk fell into an .open cellar while
the flyer tomorrow forenoon to greet fate that their excellent work last
the people and the great necessity for state of Minnesota. Greatly regret; ties.
making his escape." "
year immediate
He states illness prevents my presence at your j "When
assistance.
Major General Bell of the U. S. army von for the school the honor of
Pupils on Strike.
to
of
came
it
the
question
being that shelled
who. is on his way east from an incorn,
rice,
beans,
plain
Maine,
Orono,
Sept. IS. Six hunreception."
placed in the distinguished list by the
reducing the duty on wool, Mr. Payne
spection of all the posts of the United United States war
dred male and female upper classiue'f
clothing, shoes, bedding and cooking
Taft
Replies.
Mr.
in
Aldrich
and
found
This
that
the
department.
utensils are urgently needed as are
in
States, being at Fort Wingate
Rochester, Minn., Sept. 18. Presiparty the interests of the of the University of Maine, went on
year's battalion will no doubt attract also 5,000 blankets.
Charitable so- dent Taft at once sent a reply to Gov- Republican
McKinley county today. Fort Win-gat- e more attention than last
wool
growers of the far west and the strike yesterday when asked to sign
year's!
is one of the posts to be abancieties are urged to relieve the suf- ernor Johnson's
interests of the woolen manufactur- a pledge against hazing. All college
room work is going
expressing
telegram
class
Regular
doned and it is believed that while at
Duties have been removed on his distress over the
governor's illness ers in other states were sufficiently work has been suspended pending a
ahead as though no handicap had been fering.
relief goods which express companies, and
Albuquerque, General Bell will have
for speedy recovery.
on the opening on account of
hoping
strong to defeat any attempt to conference with the faculty.
placed
the advantages of the Duke City for
if asked, will send without charge.
At
the woolen tariff and that, had
Minneapolis.
change
Lee
of
hall.
memthe
burning
Every
location as a military post brought
IS. Presi- it been attempted, it would
have REORGANIZATION OF
Minn.,
Sept.
of
has
Minneapolis,
ber
the
hold
of
taken
faculty
lo his attention.
CLAIMS DAUGHTER
SANTA FE SYSTEM.
8
o'clock
bill
this
beaten
from
at
the
either
here
dent
Taft
arrived
reported
his work with determination to make a
District Court.
WAS MURDERED.
Min
am
committee.
I
sorry this is so and
morning and was escorted to the
Thirteen more indictments were re- success and not to permit the crowded
Club for breakfast. He wasi I could wish that it had been other- Chief Engineer Storey and Purchasing
room
to
neapolis
the
interfere
in
arrangements
Are
to Investigate (Along
Authorities
ported by the territorial grand jury
Agent Hodges Appointed
given a noisy greeting by an immense! wise. It is the one important defect
Lines Tending to Disprove
this forenoon which was then dis- minutest way with the academic work.
in
;
the
bill
and
tariff
station.
the
he
from
crowd
as
present
Payne
stepped
Bids are to be called for in a few
Suicide.
charged.
B. F. Nelson welcomed the President the performance of the promise of the
In most of the indictments rte ar- days for the erection of a new acaTopeka, Kan., Sept. 18. Announceand B. F. Kellogg for platform to reduce rates to a differrests have not been made as yet and demic building. The building is to be
The death of Miss Maggie Hoover, a for Minneapolis
ment
was made at the Santa Fe gencost
ence
in
the
of production
were decotherefore they are withheld from a handsome structure, conforming in former Santa Fe girl who was found St. Paul. All the buildings
offices
eral
titday that W. T. Storey, ,
to
the
manufacturer.
with
were
profit
lined
streets
Amado Alarid and Cleo-fe- s architecture to the Haerman bar- dead last week at Pueblo, from the rated and the
publication.
chief
and W. E. Hodges, genwill
of
engineer,
That
it
increase the price
Alarid who were indicted for lar- racks. It will probably be ready for effects of strychnine poisoning, is enthusiastic throngs.
eral
woolen
I
agent, have been apmuch
doubt.
purchasing
to
cloth,
very
drove
After breakfast the party
M.
D.
ceny, pleaded guilty and wil be sent- use by the first of January. In the still a matter of mystery.
of the compointed
an
Soldiers'
has
been
the
"There
State
y
Minnehaha
Falls,
inincrease,
to
time
be
a heating plant is
enced on Monday. The indictment of mean,
Hoover, the father of the girl, refuses
to
be in charge
is
Mr.
pany.
Storey
law
demand
of supply and
Arthur M. Dettelbach for assault and stalled under the ofBce building to fur- - to accept the theory that the girl Home and Ft. Snelling, where the the natural
of construction work and Hodges ot
in
was
all
over
of
wool
the
the
the
and
reviewed
price
President
troops
battery was dismissed because it nish steam for the gymnasium and committed suicide nor will he give
world as an agricultural product, but the purchasing department. This i3
was discovered that the wrong per- - j temporary class rooms,
credence to the deduction that the tendered a reception by the officers.
of
was not due to the tariff be- p;ut of the plan of
this
At
Paul.
St.
The prospects for splendid athletic girl herself accidentally caused her
son had been indicted.
John Block
of
offices
the
executive
the
system.
cause
was
not
tariff
The
the
changed.
St. Paul, Minn.. Sept. IS. The Presand Abel Sandoval pleaded not guilt. teams this year are gratifying. The death by an overdose of medicine that
to the indictment for assault and bat- - athletic coach reports that he has the she had been taking for the purpose ident was driven direct from Ft. Snell- increase would, therefore, have taken
whether the tariff were changed THIRD GAME OF
tery and theft- cases were set for trial, best prospects for both baseball and of alleviating a severe tooth ache. ing to St. Paul, where luncheon was place
or
CRUCIAL SERIES.
not.
The cost of woolen cloths beAfter
Sandoval is from Glorieta.
football that he has ever had at this While the mother and brother of the served in a. special auditorium.
Both the criminal and civil dockets time of the year. The candidates for dead girl are willing to believe that a brief reception, the President was hind the tariff wall, through the effect
has been
greatly Noted Pitchers on Firing Line for
were rea,d by Judge John R. McFie ' position are numerous and the outlook the cause of death was accidental, escorted to the State University, re- of competition,
Philadelphia and Detroit in
and cases disposed of or set for trial. especially incouraging. Baseball prac-Th- e and exonerate Otto Hudson, the girl's turning to Minneapolis where he will less than the duty, if added to the
it.
would
have
made
Quaker City.
price,
case of the Territory vs. Hilario tice will continue for a, week or ten lover, the father insists on the idea make the principal address of the day
now
is
a
the
"There
8
o'clock
L. Ortiz for murder was dismissed.
at
by
aucomplaint
auditorium
at the
tonight.
days more, than football will start up. of murder' and has aroused the
woolen ciuuiiers and Carded woolen
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept IS. WTith
'
Curry County Assessment Roll
Woolen Schedule Too High.
it is hoped that several games will thorities to the extent that a thorChief
of
schedule.
woolen
this
Pender, the Indian, on the firThey
to
Received.
people
is
in
be made
be arranged for. With an even break ough investigation
Winona, Minn., Sept. IS In his
line
me
for Philadelphia, and Wild
circuin
honored
have
ing
by asking
Traveling Auditor Charles' V. Saf- againgt students only, the cadets the matter. The father while in speech at Winona, Minnesota, last
lars sent out by them that certain Bill Donovan, pitching for Detroit, the
ford has at last received the assess- - should win the championship of the Pueblo accused Hudson to his face, of night, President Taft said:
two contenders for the American
ment roll ot Curry county, it shows southwest this fall.
the murder, but this the latter denied.
"As to the w oolen schedule I declare questions be put to me regarding it,
veto
did
not
I
bill
the
and
pennant will meet in the third
League
a gross assessment tor the county or
why
asking
without hesitation that the Payne
after$1,949,306, exemptions
CROCODILE SNAPS OFF
amounting to ALFREDO HINOJOS FOR
rates are too high. It was found early in view of the fact that the woolen game - of the crucial series this saw
noon. More than 52,000 people
was
in
made
accordance
not
schedule
$230,593, leaving a taxable assessment
HAND,
KEEPER'S
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER.
in the fight, however, that the woolj
two games of the series.
of $1,709,713
There are in the counand woolen manufacturing interests with the platform promise. I ought the first
that
to
to
this
acres
in
lands
of
99,463
in
Two
say
response
point
ty
Months
agricultural
He Will Assume Duties When Samuel Had Been Sleeping
in the Republican party were so
were EDITOR INJURED IN
with improvements valued at $546,-020- ;
Zoo and Resented Being Prodded
B. Grimshaw Succeeds Frank
that any attempt to change all of them, in previous tariffs,
strong
AUTO ACCIDENT.
6354 town lots with
in
favor
of
improve-maintaining the
, to Feed.
W. Shearon.
the Dingley rates would result in strictly
was.
as
woolen
ments valued at $652,782; 2 - water
schedule
it
18.
bill.
An attempt the defeat of the
New York, Sept.
Colonel George Harvey of Harper's
plants valued at $4,610; 1461-- 2 miles
Free Hides Section Explained.
It was announced today that upon to feed a five foot crocodile at the "I am sorry that this is so," said
$10,-14of telegraph and telephone lines
Weekly Meets With Serious
on
was
hides
off
taken
could
du"The
tariff
with-,I
wish
Zoo
!
B.
it
Grimshaw assuming the
Bronx
who had been asleep
the President, "and
Samuel
6.7 miles of railroad $27,315; Hoo
Mishap on Coast.
if nfttmntpr rf Ssmtn ho will- out a meal for two months, was suc- have been otherwise. It is the one because it was thought that it was
catman
to
who
raised
the
bill."
'
necessary
,
appoint Alfredo Hinojos to the posi- cessful in an unexpected way. Chief important defect in the
Manahawkin, N. J., Sept. 18. It Is
tle and that the profits of the cattle
?64'649:t79Kiai , tion of assistant postmaster to succeed Keeper Snyder attempted to pry open
Address.
,?'602;.i?,
President's
that Colonel George Harvey
reported
3,025 swuve
imwere
sufficient
without
business
crow
the beast's mouth with a
bar
t
The President said at Winona last
'
of
editor
22 burros $357; 2,320 wagons
.
Harper's Weekly, suffered"
Vnnwn. intending to throw fish down his
M
1nn,nB
posing a duty and that the duty im- severe
evening, in part:
in an auto accident
932; 1,024 sewing machines $6,677; ""V"
injuries
to
was
the
control
throw
lt
throat. The crocodile resenting the
likely
"As long as August, 1906, I ven posed
while
from Deal Beach
saddles and harness $7,396; merchantoday
motoring
on April 20, 1861. He dental work, awoke, made a light tured to announce that I was a tariff of the sale of hides into the hands of
Atlantic
Three
to
occupants
dise $137,891; capital in manufactur- been born here
City.
in
meat
the
Chicago.
packers
was educated at Saint Michael's Col- lunch from Snyder's hand and return revisionist and thought that the time
of the machine were pinned under
ing $2,114; farming implements $22,-57ed
slumber.
to
to
M.
A.
"In
balance
of
order
reduction
the
of
the
had come for a readjustment
and received
degree
the car.
saloon fixtures $14,467;
money lege
the schedules. I pointed out that it on hides, however, there was a great
For many years he has been deputy
$26,771; bonds and warrants $11,645;
STREET RAILWAY
had been ten years prior to that reduction in shoes, from 25 to 10 per BATTLESHIP SAILORS
watches and clocks $2,879; books and done clerical work in the offices
EMPLOYES WALK OUT. time that the Dingley bill had been cent; on sole leather 20 to 25 per cent
and
collector
of
the
treasurer,
county
PLAY ROUGH HOUSE.
$1,752; gold and silver plate $268;
passed; that great changes had tak- on harness, 40 to 15 per cent. There
musical instruments $11,336; house- assessor and for a time was employ& Council Bluffs System Tied en place in the conditions surround also was a reduction in the duty on Wreck Charles Lee's Restaurant at
hold furniture $46,363;
stock and ed as bookkeeper by the New Mexican Omaha
'
Up
By Demand for Higher
ing the productions of the farm, fac- coal of 33 3 per cent. All counter
Company.
Printing
White City on Pine Beach
corn
bonds $75,641;
$3,799; hay. $391;
Hours.
and
Shorter
tory and mine, and that, under the vailing duties were removed from oil
Near Norfolk.
997
tools $1 2fi0- nfher nrnnertv
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 18. Employes theory of protection, in that time the naphtha, gasoline and its refined pronf HURRYING JOHNSONFrnn, annear,
tha s
Norfolk, Sept.-- - J8. Much exciteKETCH EL FIGHT. of the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street rates imposed in the Dingley bill, in ducts,
ment was caused at the "White City"
"Lumber reduced from $2 to $1.25 at Pine Beach today when a
railroad walked out this morning. All many instances, might have been
in
large
that it lists practically
any county
is said that there might have been
all of the property in the county and Urgent Telegram From Cofroth That street car lines are tied up. They greater than the differences between It
party of sailors from the battleship
more.
were
business
But
Be Pulled Off at
the
there
abroad
and
Must
of
Bout
many
production
ask an increase of wages and shorter the cost
fleet rough-houseCharles Lee's resat a higher percentage of valuation
San Francisco Soon.
cost of production at home with a interests in the south, in Maine, along taurant, wrecking the place. The
hours.
than the same property is listed elsesufficient allowance for a reasonable the border, and especially in the far cause of the attack .oft the restaurant
where.
18. The following
New
rate of profit to the American pro- northwest which insisted that it woufd is not known.
York,
Sept.
Manual of Study.
is an urgent telegram from Cofroth r
ducer. I said the party was divided give great advantage to Canadian lumThe clerical force in the office of "
"Ketchel will leave for San Fran- PEARY
on this issue, but, in my judgment, ber if the reduction were made more THERE MAY BE A
Territorial Superintendent J. E. Clark cisco
the opinion of the party was crystal-izin- g than 75 cents. Mr. Pinchot thought
'today."
' is
THIRD NEW STATE.
'busy today packing and distributing
Cofruth informed Ketchel that Le
and probably would result in that it would tend to make better
the Manual of the Common School would call off the Johnson-Ketche- l
the near future In an effort to make lumber in this country if a duty were New Mexico and ArizonaMay Have
Course of Stury. Each county school fiffht. unless Ketchel Is in San Fran-The
lumber interests
such revision. I pointed out the diff- retained.
GDDK
Company in Knocking for Adsuperintendent is sent enough copies cigco by next Wednesday, as he is
was in a revision thought $2 was none too much, but
there
iculty
always
mission in Winter.
enable him to give one to every j determined to make sure that Ketchel
of the tariff, due to the threatened the reduction was made and the comLos Angeles, Calif.) Sept. 18. An- teacner.
active
is in condition when he meets Johndisturbance of Industrie- - to be affect- promise effected. Possibly, I was in j gered by the increase of assessed prop
Incorporation.
son.
ed and the suspension of business, in favor of free lumber, because I do erty values in the southern portion,
Incorporation papers were filed to-A gymnasium will be fitted up in
a way which made it unwise to have not think that if the tariff was tak- California is now considering the callday in the office of the Territorial tne baggage car on the trip west,
en off there would be such suffering
too many revisions.
ing of a convention to take final action
Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Libertad where Ketchel will take regular exer
among the lumber interests. In the on the splitting of the state into two
Attitude.
Vindicates
Copper1 Company of Santa Fe, capital- cise.
"In the summer of 1907, my posi- controversy the House and Senate parts.
ized at $1,000,000, divided Into a milon the tariff was challenged and took a middle course and who can
tion
lion shares. The incorporators and di- DEMAND FOR LABOR
then I entered into a somewhat fuller say they were not justified?
GOVERNOR JOHNSON IN
rectors are: W. O. Duntley, 1,600
IS INCREASING.
Increases on Luxuries.
was contended by the
discussion.
It
CRITICAL CONDITION.
shares, and L. Beardsley, 300 shares,
rates beyond the - "Moreover, it will be found that in
that
LATTER
'stand
SKEPTICAL
AB0UT
patters'
of Chicago, 111., and R. H. Hanna, 100 Santa Fe Becoming a Good Stopping
necessary measure of protection were schedule M, the increase covered only
Rochester, Minn., Sept. 18. Dr.
shares, Santa Fe.
Place for Laborers Seeking
not objectionable because behind the luxuries, perfumery and like articles; Mayo Issued a bulletin this morning
Bids for New .Building.
Employment,
bill competition always reduced schedule N, wines and liquors that that Governor Johnson is resting more
Lord Balfour on Way to tariff
In today's New Mexican is found an
the prices and thus saved the consum- are certainely luxuries and made sub- quietly but that if he has another
advertisement for bids for the new
Canada Expresses Iner. But I pointed out in that speech ject in order to increase revenues, attack like last night he will not be
Apace with the wonderful stride of
building at the New Mexico Military progress that Santa Fe is now enjoywhat seems to me as true today as amounting to $402,000,000 and in able to withstand it. He has a slight
Institute to replace Lea hall recently ing is the increased demand for the
teresting Opinion.
that the danger of the excessive schedule L silks, which are luxuries chance for recovery.
then,
destroyed by fire.
services of ordinary and skilled la
rates, was in the temptation they cre- certainly, $106,000,000, making a total
New York, Sept. 18. Lord Balfour, ated to form monopolies in the pro- of the consumption of those articles ORVILLE WRIGHT
borers. The demand has been greatly
HURRICANE PASSED
increased during the past week by who arrived today on his way to Can- tected articles, and those to take ad- upon which there was an increase and
MAKES NEW RECORD.
OVER PINAR DEL RIO. the commencement of work on the ada
today stated that the general be- vantage of excessive rates by increas- which are luxuries of $179,000,000,
Berlin, Sept. 18. Orville Wright toWashington, D. C, Sept. 18.
big Arroyo Hondo project which is lief in England Is that the claim of ing to the extent of $41,000,000. leaving a balance of Increase on artiical hurricane passed over Pinar del t being pushed by the Santa Fe Irrt Peary as the discoverer of the north Schedule J flax, hemp and jute the cles which are not luxuries of value day made a new record for a sustainRio, province of Cuba last night and is ' gation and Improvement Company. pole Is more substantial than that of articles upon which there has been In consumption of only $272,000,000, ed aeroplane flight with a passenger,
now approaching the coast of the Gulf While a large ..force of men is now Cook and that most of the English a decrease, enter into the consump- as against $5,000,000,000 representing remaining in the air an hour and 35
of Mexico. Warnings have been sent at work there Is still need for. many scientists have been skeptical of Cook tion of the country to the extent of
minutes.
He was accompanied by
'
' more.
' to all
from the start.
$22,000,000 while" those upon which
shipping ports.
Captain Engelhart.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

SPECIALY

THE PLEASURE OF HOPE,
OFF
(By Campbell.)
when heaven's
'Tis summer eve,
etheral bow
Spans with bright arch the glittering Itching was Intense Humor Spread
Work Interhills below
from Hands to Body
"Why to you mountain turns the musing
Often
and
Impossibla
Sleep
rupted
eye,
Treatment
Resisted
Disease
Whose sunbright summit mingles with
the sky?
Why do those cliffs of shadowy tint BUT CUTICURA CURED

appear

More sweet than all

the

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
'
Silk and linen waists
'
"
voile skirts1

on my
pustules
hand 8. These

spread later to other
parts of my body,
and the itching at
times was intense, so
much so that I literally tore the skin off
in shreds in seeking
The awful
relief.
interfered
itching
with my work considerably, and also
kent me awake
nights. I tried several doctors and
used a number of different ointment,
and lotions but received practically no
benefit.
Finally I settled down to the
use of Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment
and Cuticura Resolvent Pills, with the
result that in a few days all itching had
ceased and in about three weeks' time
all traces of my eruption had disapno trouble of this
peared. I have had
kind since. H. A. Krutskoff, 5714
ubash Ave., Chicago, 111., November
18 and 28, 1907."

vey;

Shoes (American Lady)

The promised joy of life's unmeasured

scene

More pleasing seems than all the past

hath been;

And every form that Fancy can repair
From dark oblivion, glows divinely

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Suits (Hart Schaffner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
"
(Florsheim)
" (American'Gentleman)
"
'
Hats (John B. Stetson)
"
Shirts (The ElgiD)
'
Fane j Vests

there.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

Wm. FARAFf

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.

Phone 10a

The largest and the only

up -to - date

store

In

Santa Fe.

W32

100 lbs Pansy Flour
50 "

$3.30

u

it

1.65

'

Died at Insane Asylum Mrs. Cres- pina Casados of Grant county, died
at the territorial insane asylum yesterday.
Five Carloads Cantaloupes Shipped
Five carloads of cantaloupes were
shipped this season by the farmers
around Albuquerque.
Died of Typhoid at Las Vegas Wil-- .
lard Ives Tripp, aged 20 years, died
at Las Vegas of typhoid. He was an
employe of the Santa Fe railway.
Divorce
Granted Chief
Justice
William J. Mills has granted a divorce to John Whiteley from
his
wife, Winifred A. Whiteley of Colfax

Bobolink

$3.20

it

50"

1.60

:

register tickets
with all cashpurchases.g
Casli

VVCU1VC

Winter Grocery Co.
y

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

AP

Telephone No. 40

SEE FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds , "Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

road.

Physicians Elect Officers

The New

Mexico Medical Association at
this week elected the following
officers: Dr. J. W. Elder of Albuquerque, president; D. T. B. Fest of
Las Vegas, and R. L. Bradley of Ros- Ros-wel-

l,

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-ii- g
a constitutional diseasefi requires

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

Qfiif
FIL'7

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

AT5

zo QK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

4.00 - $6.00

PRICES
FROM

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL SEYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
P O Box

FOR A HALF CENTURYJ

219.

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

CITY.

by Cuticura Soap,
Ointment and Resolvent.

Effected

The aeonizine itching and burning of
the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss 01 nair
and crusting of scalp, as in stalled head;
the facial disfigurement, as in acne and
ringworm; the awful suffering of infants,
and anxiety of worn-oparents, as in
all demand a
tetter, or salt rheum
remedy of extraordinary virtues to successfully cope with them. That Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Resolvent
(liquid or pills) are such stands proven
by unquestioned testimonials.

TRY OUR GrouDfl
Alfalfa

leal
Also Good for Chickens

ut

Cutinira Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuticura
Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and cuticura
Resolvent (50c). (or In the form of Chocolate Coated
Sold
Fills 25c. per vlnl of 60) to Purify the Blood.
thrmiehout the world. Potter Drug & Chein. Corp,
Sole Props.. Ro8ton, Mass.
Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Disease

well, vice president; D. A. H. Faith
of Clovis, treasurer; Dr. G. S. McLan-- '
dress of Albuquerque; Dr. Fest of
Las Vegas, editor of the Medical Jour-

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and Retail
Flour, Hay,

Dealers in

HERSCH

LEO

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

nal.
Typhiod and Diphtheria at Albuquerque Says the Albuquerque Citizen: "City Physician Pearce reported
20 cases of typhoid
fever in the
southern part of the city today. The
district where the disease is prevalent is one in which most of the people get their water from shallow
wells. There have been no deaths as
yet but the situation is serious. Dr.
Pearce says that diphtheria cases in
the northern part of the city are de- creasing in number."

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies

&

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
203

PHONE

&

DIRECTED
BY THE

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

THDICTIAM DIMS
RDATHDDC
1 11JU1VO

VIlIIOIlVl

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
Academic and Preparatory Courses

form Separate Departments

Builders and Contractors

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice

Studies

be resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
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Durability

Safety
ECONOMY
IDEAL Boilerg ani
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Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump-- !
tion will in due time pay all transporta- tion costs.

Wood-Davi- s

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Sauitob $ Talcum

SCIENTIFIC

&

D. M. HOOVER & SON

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

.

Oldest and Most'Popular Institution in the Southwest

(lOHTM

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is takeD internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by Now is the time to anticipate
building up the constitution and as- your heat wints.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

PALACE AVE.

Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

MILK

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

208 WEST

BLACK

St. Michael's College

FRESH EGGS
CEEAM

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

si

testi-monal-

C

11.

SKIN HEALTH

county.
Were
Disorderly Frank Chaves,
Andreas Gurule, Felix Griego, Salvador Garcia and Fernandez Griego
were arrested at Albuquerque charged with disorderly conduct.
Charged With Defrauding Creditors
Fireman W. E. Orr of the Santa Fe
railway, was arrested at Raton on
the charges of skipping a board bill
at Las Vegas and defrauding creditors
Mine Sale at Las Vegas O. a!
Baisley of Oregon, has bought from
O. A. Hadley, John M. Kelley, W. E.
Crites and Mrs. Sarah M. Crites, the
Good Hope mines in the Rociada district near Las Vegas.
Arrested for Insulting Women
Carlos Trujillo, .Genaro Brito and
Amado Montoya were arrested at Las
Vegas for assaulting women with
words. A baseball suit Montoya had
stolen at Williams, Arizona, was taken from him.
Cited for Fencing
Lands T. J.
James, Mack Highfill and Charles
Sanford of Union county, have been
cited to appear before Chief Justice
Mills at Las Vegas to show cause why
they should not be enjoined from
fencing the public lands.
'
Arrested
for Passing Worthless
Checks M. H. Roseberry,
recently
married in this city, was arrested at
Albuquerque yesterday for passing a
worthless check for $55 on G. W.
Hickox and one for $15 on another
merchant, Roseberry says it is all
a mistake.
May Build Road to Harvey's Upper
Ranch Forest Supervisor T. R. Stewart has been in the Gallinas canon to
examine into the project of building
a continuation of the Scenic Highway
from the Gallinas planting station to

Harvey's upper ranch, a distance of
about four miles. Mr. Stewart figures
it would cost $750 a mile to build the

GOMP

WE HAVE THEM

HOUSE

j

100 "

190?.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

"My trouble commenced about two
years ago and consisted, at first, of an

view,
And robes the mountain in its azure
hue.
Thus, with delight, we linger to sur-

18,

Incorporated 1903

IN BROS.

SE

HIM IN THREE WEEKS

landscape

smiling near?
'Tis distance lends enchantment to the

OF

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

Established 1856.

SB

III

WITH

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

DANGER IN DELAY.
It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
obtained by advertisins in the New

TAFT

Mexican.

The ereat danger of kidney troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined.
Backache,

'BACK TO THE WOODS'

the inferior woods that you used to
if this new line of Lumber of
ours is not the best you ever put a
saw or nail in! We are striving to
supply only the best seasoned and
least flawed Lumber that can be
and we
found in this neighborhood,
believe we are succeeding in pleasing
all our numerous customers. Let us
tear your complaints either as to
quality or price. We'll cheerfully
remedy anything that's wrong.
tise

Charles W. Dudrow

lameness,
headache, nervousness,
soreness, diabetes and Bright s dis
ease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in Santa
Fe.
Albino Ortega, College Street, San
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefit I have received
from Doan's Kidney Pills. For several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement
aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney secretions and the passages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills with
benefit, induced me to try them. I
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel decidedly better in every respect I
have great faith in the curative powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Doan's
Remember
the name
and take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

FROM ROSWELt-- .
Connection made wita Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar-

20

for.

tel

OPPORTUNITY

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager, Automobile Line.

WEST

r

n

AND

TO
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ml

For a Sprained Ankle.
""lull J
A sprained ankle may be cured in
the time usually reAdd 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip- about
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publi- quired, by applying Chamberlain's
cations, to Receive the Western Pain Balm freely, and giving it absolute rest For sale by all druggists.
Investor's Review.
-

one-thir-

d

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul

A

n

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

EOSWELL-TORRANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

PA SSENGER ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Service Established Jan. 10,1906.
Passengers over 30 house between
Agents for the Buick, Pop Toledo, these
points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous
and expert ChaufSanta Fe and all points in the
in charge of every car. SeaU
feurs
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Rob
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6r00 a. m. arrlv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.
U. 8. MAIL

AND

Es-tanc-

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
CXIViWk

&uaa

w

are the only ones which successfully
M
adaot themselves to the condition of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
'
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 25 inch
kind oi sectional book-cas- e
lengths, and in three distinct types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.

&?J'?1

We will call and measure any space
in your house and give you the exact
cost in wy finish you .may select.

Nw Mexican K.ntlng Oom-ny, Local Agents, Santa,

F.

N. m.
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from him and years later sold the
whole Grant to Lucien Benjamin Maxwell, who married his daughter.
These historic characters lived at
Taos au the Beaubien home was one
Charles
of refinement and culture.
Beaubien was chief justice in the ter-- ;

211

2

New Mexico Military Institute

H
;

fkid

if

ritorial courts at the time the inci-- ;
dent occurred which I am about to re-laie, as I heard it from Mrs. Abreu's
1

Will Make Ten Min-

own lips.
She was a child of three years
when the Indians in their village three j
miles from Taos, rose up in rebellion
against the Americans, who had come
in and. as they deemed it, encroached
upon their hunting
grounds. This
,
was in
when the Indians took'
FILIPINOS it into their heads to kill oq all the
FRIEND
Americans.
They came into Taos in their war
Governor so Regarded by paint and paraphernalia and began
to strike right and left, and prosecute
the Officers of the Regtheir terrible work of destruction.
The first victim was the sheriff. Mrs.
ular Army.
Abeu's brother, Narciso Beaubien, a
boy of twenty, who had attended col- Special Correspondence of the New lege for seven years and had been out
Mexican.
of school but four months, was an-other victim. He with his companion,
Las Cruces, N. M.. Sept. 18, 1909.
Cornelia Begill, were about to cross
Editor Daily New Mexican:

ute Address From
Car Platform

i
j

j

18-17-
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t

i

j
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Judge R. L. Youns, acting president of the board of town trustees
during the absence of Hon. Martin
Ixhman in the east, has appointed the
following committee, to take charge of i
the reception to President Taft, who
will reach this place at 8 a-- m., October 10th. Through Governor Curry's
efforts the President will stop here .for
ten minutes and address our people:
W. H. H. Lleyellyn, Dr. R. E. McBride,
Mark B. Thompson, Oscar Lohman,
Harry Sims.
Judge Young will act as chairman of
the committee, and from the action al
ready taken it is clear that the reception to the President will be a success
in every detail. Major George, U. S. A
military instructor at the college here,
and Sheriff Filepe Lucero, assisted by
a large number of deputies, with the
aid of Town Marshal Ramon Nevarez,
will have charge of the law and order
part of the reception. Major George
will have one hundred and fifty uniformed cadets (armed), and Captain
Philip Dessauer of the national guard
will have forty of his men in line to
aid in the reception. It is now esti
mated that there will not be less than
ten thousand people here at the reception. Hundreds o' tRe people will go
to El Paso, special trains on the Santa
Fe taking the crowd there.
The First batallion of the Nineteenth U. S. infantry, under command
of Col. D. A. Hunter, are here in camp,
being from Fort Bliss and on a prac
tice march Last, night a smoker was
tendered the officers of the command
and same was attended by the colonel
and the following officers:
Major C.
J. Manley, medical department; Lieuts
J. J. Miller, C. H. Mason, R. B. Parker,
S. C. Desohry, F. D. Terrell and A. G.
Gutensohn.
Lieut. Tillittson was officer of the day and could not be present.
Dr.: McBride presided as toastmast-er- .
The toast and responses were remarkably good, especially the responses of the noted colonel and the
young officers. Isidor Armijo, Simms,
French, Major Llewellyn and others
made the welcome of the guests on be
half of our people a pleasant part of
the entertainment.
In connection with the trip of the
soldiers to this place, it has been de
cided that upon their return, in about
ten days, from the trip which they will
make further north, that the Women's
Improvement Association will tender
.the officers a ball at the armory. A
'number of the ladies from Fort Bliss
will be here at that time. A ball will
also be arranged for the soldiers of
the command.
when the command
Wednesday
marched down Main street they at
tracted general attention on account of
their clean-cu- t
appearance. Officers
and men are bronzed and sunburned;
they are as lean and active as trained
athletes. The entire command and belongings, including wagon and pack
transportation, ambulance and ac
couterments are on a war footing, and
if they are a sample of the rest of the
United States army the people may
well be proud of them. Several of
the officers are friends of Governor
Curry and are warmly attached to
him. One of the. officers made the
statement that Governor Curry was
one of the very few Americans who
had the confidence and respect of the

?ivtint
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Heaithleis location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
the garden
d the beautiful Pecos Valley
spot of the West at ao e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
heated. lighted
furnished,
buildings, throughly

and modern ir all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamiltoa, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Filyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,

'

Hi..

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of the Southwest." ,
Ariuv Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The Wert

Superintendent.

llnmt'1

band were doing wit hthe sheriff,
when a neighbor lady told them not
to go, that they were killing
the
sheriff and would kill them too. They
refrained from going and instead en-tered the Beaubien yard and passed!
back to the barn. When they came
out again, they too were met, and
both were cruelly murdered and
who was
scalped. Mrs. Beaubien,
once so justly proud of her young,
college-bre- d
son, with prospects of
all that life could mean to him with
his ability, was now burdered with
the deep gloom of grief that never
lifted itself from her life. Her husband was away from home attending
court at Santa Fe. The Indians were
after his scalp too. It seems they
sought out mainly the chief men of
the town.
Among those killed was Governor
Bent, who was the first American
governor of New Mexico. His scalp
was taken while he was yet alive and
as the blood streamed down over his
face he put his hands over the pain
ful, bare scalp.
The Indians proudly carried their
trophies, these scalps, around on
sticks in a wild war dance about the
town and back to their village. But
their mad course came to an end,
troops from Santa Fe arrived. The
Indians took refuge in their church
with their stolen plunder and succeeded in baffling the general in his attempt to capture them for three days.
Then he set fire to the church and
they had to surrender. Now his work
of revenge began.
He first hanged seven Indians outright. He then piled the stack of
plunder, which they had wrested
from the governor and other unfortunate ones, into two wagons. Mrs.
Abreu described these wagons as being the largest, heaviest wagons ever
made, having immense frames and
high sides and wheels. To these loads

0J0 CALJEJ8TE IjQT SPRINGS.

1

General Price hitched Indians and
made them pull them back to Taos a
distance of three miles.
These Pueblo Indians, now the
most civilized and industrious ttribe,
never again made the Americans any
trouble. There is evidence, however,
that they burned with revenge, as the
Beaubien family found out, that they
went to another village, lying between Taos and Santa Fe, and tried
to persuade those Indians to assault
and scalp Mr. Beaubien on his way
home from court at Santa Fe. But
these Indians said: "No, you do your
own killing."

These celebrated Hot Springs are;
located in the midst of the Ancient
milea west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
o
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There la now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists.
People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted,
Bar-anc-

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brigh't's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and

Mercurial

Affections,

'

Scrofula,

Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort Is attracupon request.
tive at ail seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
"liese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Proorietor.

Caliente. Taos, (oanty

N

M

k Company

ells Fargo

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

.

Ml Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE

Mrs. H. N. Mikesell.

FINE

Don't be afraid to give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to your children.
It contains no opium or other harmful
drug. It always cure. For sale by all
druggists.

RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

li

Line

-

Episcopal.
Church of the Holy Faith, Rev. F. W.

CL0SSOH

Pratt, Pastor.

Celebration of Holy Communion at
7:30 a. m.
m
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
'
Morning Prayer and' sermon at 11 a.
m.

'

at

Evening prayer and short address
5

j.

m.

Litany, on Wednesday at 9:30 a. m.
Phillipinos.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
school at 9:45 a. m.
Sunday
INCIDENTS OF
Morning preaching service at 11
TAOS REVOLUTION,
o'clock. Theme: "The Greatness of
Assassination of Governor Bent as John the Baptist."
Epworth League meets at 7 p. m.
Told By Mrs. Petra Beaubien
Evening preaching service at 7:45.
Abreu of Rayado.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
at 7:30.
(Miami Valley Farmer.)
A cordial invitation is extended to
Perhaps no woman has been more
KEV. E. C. ANDERSON,
closely allied with the beginnings of all.
Pastor.
American life in the Territory, than
has Mrs. Petra Beaubien Abreu. She
Presbyterian.
is our nearest ranch neighbor and in
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 3:30 and
h,er and her family we found from
the first most estimablecongenial 6:30 p. m.
and lasting friends. Her father was
Public worship at 11 a, m. and 8
Charles Beaubien, a French Canadian p. m.
who was among those who came
Rev. J. B. Gallaway, D. D., will
down Into the Territory from Canada preach at both morning and evening
to found their fortunes and make service.
their homes in this about to be acA clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
quired territory of New Mexico.
They came by foot and on the flat Tablet called Preventics is being
boat down the Father of Waters and dispensed by druggists everywhere.
by stage and then by foot again. So In a few hours, Preventics are said
Charles' Beaubien with Guadalupe M- to break any cold completely. And
iranda were the original grantees of Preventics, being so safe and tooththe Maxwell Land Grant of which some, are very fine for children. No
the 18,000 acres of the M&ml ranch Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh
was but a small parcel. In 1846 Beau- nor sickening. Box of 4S 25c. Sold
bien purchased Miranda's Interests by.
Co.

A( W,

piegelberg- -

527 San

Francisco

Street

Indian and Qsiioan Wares

aoo

Ms

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

9

-

Stripling-Burrow-

s

s SALE

ONLY
of

the finest

Embroideries

White Goods

SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
EVER

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY

n
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MANUAL.
done mything else consistently. AfThe first Manual of the Common ter .ippcinting a man to his cabinet
School Course of Study for the Public he mu.--t stand by him through thick
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
PRINTING
MEXICAN
Schools of New Mexico is from and ih'u it facts aud circumstances
THE NEW
STURGESP.
FRANK
press, having been compiled by Super- at iiH permit.
A.
F. WALTER
PAUL
t.
intendent of Public Instruction J. E.
Editor and President.
Clark. It is only one, but thus far the
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureDuring the past fiscal year not a
most important, of a series of late pub
passenger was killed on the
Postoffice.
Fe
single
at
the
Santa
as
Matter
Second Class
Entered
lications which are an evidence that
Fe
Santa
system by accident, despite
public schools are
$3.75 New Mexico's
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, sis months, by mail
12.000.000
that
Manthe
fact
modern
The
passengers
under
management.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
ual
will
of
value
to
the
sreat
them sevand
of
prove
75
were
carried
many
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 teachers of the rural and
65 Weekly, six months
village eral thousand miles. This is a reDaily, per month, by mail
75 schools and it is for them that it is
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
markable record and attests to the
designed. It numbers more thna 200
traffic
pages and is well indexed. Part One careful handling of passenger
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
is devoted to general instructions to and the splendid management of the
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to teachers as to daily program, exami big system.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation nations and promotions, special day
programs, school buildings and as
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
signments of text books. Part Two
is devoted to the course of study including arithmetic, reading, language,
geography, history, civics, physiology,
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before they are executed. If the
To Superintendent Clark, certeacher.
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parties can thus agree, there will be
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difficulty in getting legislation to the book.
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Secretary
isting houses. We want a hotel to cost
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New Mexico
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Territorial District Attorney.
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the federal government, and an effort men of Queen Elizabeth's time and West Point or Annapolis, where it is
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velt shot a bull elephant and his son
President Taft advocates postal
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scribing and limiting this by force of ings banks, the bankers of the Uni- Kermit bagged five lions and three
contract agreement so far as practic- ted States in convention assembled buffalo. After ail, it is hard to say
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able in their own interest. A new uni- condemn them. The fact that the op- what is trivial or what is important
Catron Block-New Mexico
form bill, that is, uniform for the var- position was expected discounts its in recording the history of today. The Santa Fe
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however, had the" sanction of the inter- more power in the office holders, it
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SANTA FE

The First National Bank

r.

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico.
R. J. PALEN, Pre sident,
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

J,

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarrty. ' Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange iand"' makes" telegraphic
transfer of money to' all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al' orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Professional Cards
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One of

hotel

the Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and.
Table Service

...

Unexcel led

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Lrge
Room

Sample
for Commercial Travelers

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLA
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HOTEL
E. LACOME,

Proprietor
Commodious Sample IJocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FKESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

Runs on the European Plant

IHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electr'.c Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

now-a-day-

...

....

SPANISH LESSONS

EUROPEAN PLAN B0c AND 76c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1.60

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE:

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
s
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER
BATH I1T LADIES' DINING ROOM;
ccararzEci'ioifcT
3T2::rst-cXj-H-S-

SANTA

PRIZED

Ft, N.

M.

TO BE GIVEN
AWAY

-

HOTEL

OCT. 20

A $30 L. C. Smith Shot Gun will be given
to the Lucky bow ler, and a Set of of Dishes
to the Lucky pool player.
$

RULES
There will be 30 chances for each1 price each one obtaining
the hightest score in bowling and the greatest sum on break,
in pool, for the day. will be entitled to one chance, No one
allowed more than 5 chances.
c

THE SMOKER
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luck is Ferseverence in

1

Disguise

Ribera of Las Vegas,
is a guest at the Claire.
George H. Van Stone is home from
a business trip to Albuquerque.
A. W. Arnold, a railroad man from!
Elroy, Wis., is a guest at the Palace,
W. Li. Black and wife, and Claude
Black of Stanley are registered at the
Claire.
W. J. D. Loschmutt. and. Miss Vera
D. Loschmutt of Buckman, are guests
Rev. M. A.

perseverence.
i you would be lucky also, come to this bank and open an
work, save, and in a
account today,
short time your luck will take the form of a cozy bank

j

then-perserver-

account,
'

j

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,0O0

i

j

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

President

FLICK,

W. S. DAVIS.

Asst. Cashier.

W. E. GRIFFIN.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

Undertakers

j

HARDWARE

FURNITURE

ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds:
for tare
TSTeetes CHINA.

Special

r
f
Cnanes wagner rurnuure uu.
m

lir

Phono
n-1-

0

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Santa Fe,

Catron Block

N. M.

EVERYTHING

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Ask Tour Wife

lt

Great Big Days
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
and

Resources Exposition
OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

11-1-

6

1

TEE GREAT GAME OP PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
The Great Strobel Airship In Daily Flights

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
U. S. CAVALRY M A NEUVERS

ALL KINDS OP EXHIBITS
SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
W.

G. TIGHT,

DIAMONDS

President

JOHN B. McMANOS,

ff. C, YQNTZ
at3arafatctiazx

7Z good"
RIGHT SERVICE

of

FILIGREE
-- J EWER EL

MEXICAN

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
4$ San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

"

Secretary.

WATCHES
Eyes Tested and
Fitted By
Method

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

The Valley rlaneh

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded 'at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season closes
'
October 15th.
Are you aware that the grouse1 and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
V
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
,
Jllia.tr.teAXaaaa.p:blt taa.S. all Xufbraaaatloxv.

F. MILLER, Mgr.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

v.

i

Mail Order Solhite-J- .
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Abaut a Hgez
Woman living In run
ted property lontrs to
t
Into a house of her own
There ar hundreds of thlnirs
she woulii like to do to make her
n
home more eonfortuhle,
ii tractive and pleasant
Nearly
won-aIs a money saver
every
and she will help jou wonderfully
to pay for a honse.

Every
e--

Rent Money
Will

Do

will ?ll you a very desirable Iioilc on payments which
Jour rent money will nake
Dcm"t wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
I.KT
US EXPLAIN
OIK
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MONEY.

Ootermoor Mattress you
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years.
The one that's built of

San Francisco St.

294

Spanish - American
A.
People;"
B. Renehan, 'The Judiciary and Bar
of New Mexico;" Hallet Raynolds of
Las
R.
H.
Vegas,
Informal;
L.
Hanna,
A.
"Newcomers;"
Hughes, "Bankers, etc."; John W.
a
March, "The
Ladies."
The
were
lowing
guests
present:
Messrs. and Mesdames Flick, Norment,
YV. s. Davis.
Hughes, Palen, Read!
spitz, Hanna, Raynolds, Wilson, Sena,
Renehan. Blackwell, Ervien, Bergerel
Abbott, Cartwright: Mrs. Hardinge;'
Jud-- ,,
aml Mrs
icpie; Miss Black-Tapiwell. Messrs. Bowlds Vaughn
Kean, Brodhead, Schumann" Walter
Hoskins, Hollowav, March Bover Dr'
and Miss Massie Mr and' Mre
Stone and oth
covprs bein a
Sjxtv
T. N. Raynolds, forest ranger at
Cordova, who came in a few days ago
on business has been taken ill and
has been given sick leave.
Charles Beard of Washington, D.
C, has been appointed temporary
clerk in the local forest office during
the absence of B. M. Thomas, who
is amending the ranger school at
FlaSstaff, Arizona.

eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pretty good

fol-nol-

record for durability

isn't it?

Gome In and let us show

you the Ostermoor

a

and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock
will enable you to examine and test before you buy.
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for Monarch Malleable Iron Rauges

Agents

SEE

Every Stove Guaranteed.

AND BE

COkVIIICED

Let us figure your heating and plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

-

(Continued on Page Eight)

A Man

FIRST CLASS

is Know by the Clothes he Wears

LAUNDRY

WORK

THE ROYAL
Coat front never breaks.

n

The style

and shape is there until garment

is

worn out.
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The one given by little
childhood.
Harlowe 'Mayes in honor of her sixth
birthday last week was the last one
of the season.
Those present besides the little hostess were Misses
Thelma Blandy, Mildred Reingardt,
Susie Norment, Almeda
Norment,
Kathleen Rolls, Katherine Van Stone,
Fiances Wilson, Katherine Andrews,
Frances Andrews, Norma Fiske, Dorothy Linney, Mildred Creighton, Ina
Pearl Barka, Dorris Barka, Frances
Mayes, Masters Alan McCord, Fairfax Stevens, Tommy Van Stone, Irvin
Hayden, Parker Wilson.
On last Wednesday evening Major
and Mrs. R. J. Palen entertained the
bankers of Santa Fe and the visiting
bankers and their families with a
Full seventy-fiv- e
guests
were in attendance and enjoyed a very
pleasant evening. The parlor which
was used as a reception room was
decorated in yellow, dahlias, nasturtiums and other flowers being used.
The library presented a vefy pretty
appearance the color effect being
pink, a profusion of sweet peas, astors
and phlox being used. In this room
Mrs. Levi A. Hughes presided over
the punch bowl while Mrs. S. Sftz
had in charge the coffee. Miss Hope
Wiley and Miss Amelia McFie. assisted. The dining room was tastefully
arranged In white there being an
abundance of lilies, roses and white
phlox. Here Mrs. R. P. Ervien served the ice cream and Mrs. A. B. Renehan the salad. The following young
ladies asssisted: Miss Anita Bergere,
Miss Juett Fall and Miss Richie
Seligman.
On last Thursday evening a banquet
was given at the Woman's Board of
Trade library in honor of the visiting
bankers in attendance at the New Mexico Bankers' Association.
The ladies
of the Board of Trade served the
banquet and looked after the comfort
of those present. The room in which
the affair took place was beautifully decorated in white while the tables
were decorated in pink, sweet peas
and roses together with pink candela
bra being used. After the toasts,
which followed the banquet, the hall
was cleared and dancing was indulged
in. With Major Palen presiding as
toastmaster, the following gentlemen
responded to toasts: Judge John R.
McFie, "The President of the United
States;" Hon. T. B. Catron, "The Ter
ritory of New Mexico:" C. N.
Blackwell of Raton, "The City of
Santa Fe;" Mayor Jose D. Sena, "The

IN HARDWARE

Phone No. S3

Send Your laundry to the
noon's program.
month
the
last
has
there
During
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
been quite a round of "at homes"
at Albuquerque.
and birthday parties in Lilliputian
Basket
leaves
circles of Santa Fe all the little kinTuesday,
dergartners of .five and six years Returns Friday,
having been given birthday parties AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
marking by the event the dividing Barber Shop;

BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.

l

t

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

MISS A. MUGLER.

j

Mrs. L. F. Nohl, wife of the Espa- merchant, spent the night in
Santa Fe on her way home from the
Estancia valley. She was accompa-- ,
nied by Miss Olo unoert of Monarty.
Both were guests at the Claire.
In yesterday's personals it was
stated erroneously that Miss Antonia
has secured a position as
in the school at Rowe. The
new teacher is Miss Antonia Silva,
daughter of Flavio Silva, assistant
at St. Michael's college.
Governor and Mrs. John Burke of
North Dakota, were guests yesterday
of Miss Geraldine J. Mulligan at Al"
Governor Curry and Govbuquerque.
ernor C. Burke had a pleasant meeting at the Alvarado. Mr. and Mrs.
Burke had been visiting on the Pacific coast and last night passed Lamy
on their way to Kansas City
The En Avant Club will meet next.
Monday afternoon at three o'clock at
the W. C. T. U. rooms, 103 Washing-- 1
ton avenue, where they have arrang-- i
ed to hold their regular meetings for
the ensuing year. Mrs. K. P. Patterson will open the study of "The
Princess" by Tennyson, while current events and quotations from Tennyson by the members, followed by
a presentation of the Bay View Reading Course will complete the after-

KJ

Announced Later.

W. H. Wilkerson of Denver, is in
town seeing the sights. He is a
guest at the Claire,
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the
Ramon Vigil grant, near Buckman, is
stopping at the Normandie.
J. J. Murray of Orogrande, and Mar-- 1
tin Teshblaeh of El Paso, mining
men, are. quartered at the Claire,
Mrs. Mark 'Ferguson of Pasadena,
California, is among the sightseers in
town. She is stopping at the Claire,
F. E. Osborne of Trinidad, is among

are guests at the Palace.

St

i

Claire.
Mrs. Charles Behringer who has
been visiting Mrs. C. E. Michaels in
this city, has returned to her home at
Las Vegas.
O. C. Watson, an insurance man
from Pueblo, Colo., formerly of this
city, is in on a business visit. He
is quartered at the Claire.
Charles A. Beard, a member of the
forest service at Washington, D. C, is
in town accompanied by his wife. They

N. B. LAUGHLIN

1

WILL BE

D.

the sightseers enjoying the attractions
of Santa Fe. He is quartered at the

FLICK

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

A M.

OPENING

at the Claire.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

he man who possesses a snug bank account is consider
ed lucky, but nine times out of ten it is the result of

Phone
no. 10

23 EE

A JSC

'

31.

We offer not claims but clothes, the

-

BROWN,

Phone No

Agent.

122

best money can buy.

Red

Get proof not

promises, it is not enough for a tailor
to say to you "this patterns is all

ill. 5.

Mil

ft GO.

wool," for he and you may be misled.

I

Make him furnish a definite legal guar-

antee, signed in ink and not stereotyp-

THE LEADING

ed.

This is the kind

we furnish

with

every suit.

THE

See our line
of Pajamas
90c to $2.00
Suit

Best Flour

me

ttei

SANTA PE
BOSS

PATENT FLOUR

BEST because it
gives the best results in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

lEAL ESTATE

LIFE & FIRE INSURANCE

w

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

r

"

andJWHOLESOME

ALSO

contaics more Gluten
which is the very life of
tha wheat,
and which
makes the bread nutritious

SURETY BOND'

Some f'ne ranch property close in

BEFORE INVESTING YOUR

A'

vitally

impor
BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE

tant feature

O.

C- 1

CONSULT US

WATSON & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

19

MONEY

PHONE

pen

,0
109-

-

the indigestible elemen

of the weat.

mi

s co.

Kit.

g

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Ages.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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Z" Los Angt'les "
.'" Mexico Olty "
A r Rosweli;
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L00
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604
6,136
6.093

6,06
6.244
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"
tD.35
10.00 p, III.
"
9.00
"
"1.15
9.45 a. III.

Kansas IJH v "
St. Louis "
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7,013
6,'X)8
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"
"
"
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I. 15

(Vila rvalc
Toi'iaite'tr

7'26
8,00

861
1169
1378
319
1130

Ke

Ar Keniiftly

2.49
4.10
4.43

105
116

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22
"
3.17
"
2.36
"
2.11

with hut lift

3,700

I63
(.349

m.

BRAOFIELO

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance wita the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making "the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific

Comoanj.

Railway

p

siirrpnntr

Book containing information of valne
to all expectant mothers mailed free.

REGULATOR CO.

Atlanta. Ga.

slavery manumitted, a greater tyrant
deposed in it, more of want supplies,
more disease healed, more sorrow as
suaged. By it no orphans starving,
no widows weeping; by it, none
wounded in feeling, none injured in
r
and
interest. Even the
will have glided into
the
other occupations so gradually as
never to have felt the change, and
will stand with all others in the universal song of gladness. And what
a noble ally this to the cause of political freedom! With such an aid, its
march cannot fail to be on and on,
till every son of earth shall drink
in rich fruition the
draughts of perfect liberty! Happy
day, when, all appetites controlled,
all passions subdued, all matter subjugated, mind, all conquering mind,
shall live and move, the monarch of
the world! Glorious consummation!

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
W. T. Tracy, Denver;
Charles A.
Beard and wife, Washington, D. C;
H. H. Baugh, St. Louis; J. M. Alex
ander, Springfield, 111.; A. W. Arnold,
Elroy. Wis.
Claire.
J. J. Murray, Orogrande; Martin
Teshbach, El Paso; Mrs. Mack Ferguson Pasadena; Mrs. L. F. Nohl, Espa-nolMrs. Ola Gilbert, Moriarty; W.
L. Black and wife, Claude Black, Stanley; Albert Carter, El Paso; W. H.
Wilkinson, Denver; O. C. Watson, Pueblo; X. A. Hardeman, St. Louis;
Arthur K. Adams, Socorro; W. J. D.
Loschmutt, Miss Vera D. Loschmutt,
Buckman; M. Boyle, Clovis; W. H.
Frost, Chicago; M. A. D. Ribera, Las
Vegas; F. E. Osborne, Trinidad; G. V.
Howard, City; F. C. McNabb, F. A.
Lemon, Denver.
Normandle.
H. D. Elliott, Waupacee, Wis.; M. E.
Rockdale, Colorado Springs; B. S. Phillips, Buckman.
Coronado.
J. Mercer, Antonito; Donaciano
Angel, Galisteo; Ed Burk, Denver; D.
C. Carter, Pecos.
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Connects with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., mseta trains at Preston, N. M.
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH 80UND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Mo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TraeK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Payado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Lobo,
Cerro, Eiizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORMAN,
E. J, DEDMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
V- - Drcs. and Gen
Mgr Gen- - Pass- - Agent
Superintendent
N- - At,
N. Al- RATON.
RATON,
RATON, N. JW.

VISIT

El

Paso's

Fall
v- -

1st to 7th

LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE EAST
Now

NEW

&

NORTH

in effect Via

MEXICO CENTRAL

E. P. & S. W.

and Rock Island

For full particulars,
Address

A. N. BROWN
G. P.

A.--

K,

P. & 8, W.
El Paso Texas.

I

Colonist Rates

I

I

TO

1

W. C. T. U. NOTES.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
AND TEMPERANCE.

Some, though not all of the biographers of Abraham Lincoln have represented him as a moderate user of
strong drink especially in his young

manhood.
Enemies of temperance have tried
to claim him as their friend and
Personal Liberty
champion. The
League and some of the liquor papers
have misrepresented his attitude and
perverted his utterances on this subject.
It would not have been strange If
he had partaken of strong drink even
to excess at. the beginning of his career. He was reared at a time and
place unfavorable for temperance sentiment. The use of liquor was almost
as common then as the use of tea
and coffee now is. Nearly every country grocery store had sold it. It was
much in evidence at every log rolling and house raising. It was thought
that a harvest could not be reaped
without aid from the demijohn. Scarce
or
any sort of gathering political
social was complete without, it. It
was sometimes used in connection
with religious gatherings.
It would therefore have been in
keeping with the customs of the
times for this popular young man
to have indulged freely with his associates in the use of strong drink.
But we believe, and some of his
biographers and most intimate associates have affirmed, that he never
used it. Seemingly he was. far ahead
of the age in which he lived, on this
question as well as many others. And
no one who is at all acquainted with
his career after he gained national
prominence would deny that by precept and example he was a staunch
champion of temperance.
It is claimed that while still a
young man he entered into partnership with another in the grocery

E. C. A.

dram-make-

dram-selle- r

a;

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

assassination
very day of
the immortal Lincoln said to Major
Merwin: "We have cleared up a colossal job. Slavery is abolished. After reconstruction the next great
question will be the overthrow and
suppression of the legalized liquor
traffic, and you know my head and
my heart, my hand and my purse will
go into this contest for victory."
Surely then it is slandering the
character of this great man to quote
him as a friend of the liquor traffic.

sorrow-quenchin-

g

Hail, fall of fury! Reign of reason, all
hail! And when the victory shall be
complete when there shall be neither a slave nor a drunkard on the
earth how proud the title of that
land which may truly claim to be
the birthplace and the cradle of both
those revolutions that shall have ended in that victory!"
If he who spoke these stirring
words were still living among us in
the full vigor of all his powers how
eloquently would he speak in behalf
of this great reform and how mightily would he help in its consummation.
This is not however his earliest recorded utterance upon this great subject. Three years before this he vol- unteered to defend a company of fif
teen women who had been arrested
In
for "smashing" a wine parlor.
the course of his speech he .said:
"May it please the court, I will say
a few words in behalf of these women
who are arraigned before your honor
and the jury. I would suggest, first,
that there be a change in this indict-- j
ment, so as to have it read The State
against Mr. WThisky, instead of th.
State against the Women. It would
far more appropriate. Touching
j be

t

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
communication
VS.
v
first Mnnrlav
month
at
MasonU
Hall at 7:30 n m
V;
J. A. MASS IE.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD,
Secretary.
u

W:

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

Via

jsJiS

1

Summer Tourist Rates

r,

if:,

Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of
F. II. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.

1

M

No.

&

P. A.

1.

R Peril la

Santa Fe Commandery No.
K- T.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in e&cll
month at Masonic Hall at
-

7:30 p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Pink Pain TatHets Dr. Shoop's
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
stop Headache, womanly pains, any
pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
druggist or doctor about this formula 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
it's fine. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
Co.
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o.'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of PlaA.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
TO
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,

LOW FARES

California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Mexico the Northwest, etc.
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
daily September 15 to October 15,
1908 inclusive.
Accepted in tourist
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare.
Only a few points shown below.
For fares to other points and infor-

mation about the liberal
ileges accorded,
me.

stop-ov-

er

Los Angeles .
San Francisco
San Diego . ..

Pasadena . . .
Sacramento .
San Jose . ...
Santa Barbara
Fresno

priv-

phone, write of see

oo

$25.

Tickets and sleeding car space
may be had by applying to
H. S. LUTZ,

Santa Fe,
N. Mex.

i

Venerable Master.

HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,

Secretary.

e. p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invite
and welcome.

J.

D. SENA,

DAVID KNAPP.

Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.

CHEAP

EXCURSIONS

TO

El Paso, Texas
via
New Mexico Central Kallroafl

Sept. 15th to 20th 1909
this question there are three laws:
Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
First, the law of self protection; sec-- J
Good returning Sept., 23rd.
law
of
the
the
ond,
statute; third,
the law of God. The law of
October 15th and 16th
tection is the law of necessity, as
SCOTTISH RITES
shown when our fathers threw the
Meetiug of Presidents
tea into Boston harbor, and in asREUNION
Taft and Diaz $13.40
Santa Fe, New Mexico
serting their right to life liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. This is the
Good returning Oct. 18th
defense of these women. The man
who has persisted in selling whisky
November 1st. to 7th.
has had no regard for their well-bEl Paso Fair and
ing or the welfare of their husbands
and sons. He has had no fear of God F r this occasion the Santa Fe
or regard for man; neither has he will sell
Exposition $13.40
tickets from ALL points
had any regard for the laws of the in New Mexico.
Good returnirjg Nov. 8th
Trinidad and El
statute. Xo jury can fix any damage
or punishment for any violation of the Paso to Santa Fe at one and one
Train arrives in El Paso
moral law. The course pursued by tbird for the round trip, open
8 a. m. In time for good
day
this liquor dealer has been for the fare tickets on sale Sept. 17th to
Sight-seein- g.
22nd. Good for return passage
demoralization of society. His
P. LYNG,
has been a nuisance. These uutil Sept. 25th, 1909.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
women finding all moral suasion of
H. S. Lutz, Agent.
no avail with this fellow, oblivious to
all tender appeal, aike regardess of
their prayers and tears, in order to
protect their households and promote the welfare of the community,
united to suppress the nuisance. The
good of society demanded its suppression. They accomplished what
otherwise could not have been done."
Such an utterance as this coming
from an unscrupulous lawyer who
would champion any cause no matbusiness and that the partnership ter how good or bad would not mean
was shortly dissolved at financial very much. But when we remember
loss to Lincoln because he insisted how sincere and conscientious Lincoln
that the firm should not deal in in- was we must admit that the above
was on expression of his real sentitoxicating drinks while his partner ment.
was equally determined that they
A few years ago a man who had one
should. We cannot now be positive
as to this but we do know that as time accomplished his father, when
early as the year 1842 he delivered he himself was quite young, to a bana temperance address in the Second quet given in Lincoln's honor said:
Presbyterian church at Springfield, "Wine was served and all save Lincoln drained their glasses. His glass
111., before the Springfield
Washing-toniaTemperance Society. This so- remained untouched and I noticed
ciety was composed of total abstain- that he seemed to look at me with
ers and it is quite likely that he was disapproval as I raised my glass to
a member of it. In this address, my lips and drank." This man furwhich must have been nearly three- - ther stated that when they came to
The kind that grows with your library
quarters of an hour In length, he say "bood bye" Lincoln spoke to him
spoke almost as radically as our mod- i last and putting a hand on either
that will fit practically any space that
ern temperance orators. He charac- shoulder he said as he looked down
can be moved one unit at a time by one
terized intemperance as a demon. He upon him from his great height: "My
not
an
do
friend,
in
naked
the
young
of
and
enemy
put
spoke
starving
person without disturbing the books that is
children of the drunkard and the woes your mouth to steal away your
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
of the drunkard's wife. He ..spoku brains."
roller-bearibookcase
made. Fitted with
When a committee visited him at
kindly of the rum seller but in the
same breath denounced his business. Springfield to officially inform him of
doors; base units furnished with or without
We also find this statement in the his nomination for the Presidency, he
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
address, "Whether or not the world remarked toward the close of the inwould be' vastly benefited by a total terview that he supposed that good
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
and final banishment from it of all manners required that he should fursee them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
intoxicating drinks seems to me not nish them with something to drink.
views showiniarran2firoeDtiQjibrary,parlor,etc.
s
now an open question.
A moment later in response to his
of mankind confess the affirmative direction a servant placed several
with their tongues, and I believe all tumblers and a large pitcher upon
the rest acknowledge it in their the centertable. He then arose and
New Mexican Prtatln
tympany
hearts."
local agents. Santa Tm. Nen "Jexlco.
said: "Gentlemen we must pledge our
After referring in this address to mutual healths in the most healthy
the political revolution of 1776 he beverage which God has given to 'man.
said, "Turn now to the temperance It is the only beverage I have ever
in it we shall find a used or allowed In my family, and I
revolution,
stronger bondage broken, a viler cannot conscientiously depart from it
self-pro- -I

e

sept,

n-n

grog-ger- y

J.

non-bindin-

&

A.

r sri.
vocation second Monday of
each month at Maseui
Hall at 7:30 d. m
C. J. CRAXDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.
31
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Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and' Washington.
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it is pure Adam's

No woman can be happy ale from the spring."
Two of Lincoln's private secretawithout children; it is her
nature to love them as much ries, John Hay and William O. Stodso as it is the beautiful and dard said that he never used liquor
and Robert Lincoln has declared that
pure. The ordeal through his father never used liquor or towhiph trip pvnpptant mnthoi bacco in any form. The latter also
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension. says that his father frequently preachThere is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very ed the following sermon as he called
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system it to his boys: "Don't smoke, don't
for the coming event, and it is cassed without any danger.
This chew, don't swear, don't gamble, don't
lie, don't drink, don't cheat. Love
remedy is applied externally, TT
f'r I'rvtf
your fellow men and love God. Love
and has carried thousands of LrfJff )) (J
truth, love virtue and be happy."
women through the crisis HVH& 11 11 II
On the
his

RFAD UP

KKAD 1KAVN

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
on this occasion;

Railroad; Time Table

exico Central

fiew

SANTA FE, N. M.

Three-fourth-

g,

ng

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

18,
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tBf Ifsyou, HI make" you another
CIVIL WAR OFFICERS LEFT.
properslshun. If you get more votes
in this town than we do, I'll swear otf
for a year, and if you don't, I want Only Seventeen Now Remain Upon
Active List of the Army Number
you to take a good, stiff drink of
Fast Dwindling.
the
for
hotel
at
the
whisky
every day
same time. Is it a go?'
By Emanuel LLssner
"Well, the Deke thought it over and Chicago Record Herald.
The new Army Register for 1909
seemed a sure way to get Bill to
it
(Copyright, by J. B. Lippincott Co.)
shows that only seventeen officers upsign the pledge. He didn't suppose
on the active list of the army were
I was sitting on the veranda of tha that more than two or three men in
hotel of Grant Center, when a boy town would vote like Bill was going engaged in the Civil War. They are
came running up the- street and to; and, of course, he couldn't back as follows:
ehouted, breathlessly: "They're com-in'-! down before the crowd. So he took
Major General John F. Weston, Nomost
the
bet
Then
comiu"!
vember
up.
everybody
13, 1909.
passed
They're
They're
the word 'round, and a lot
fellers
here!"
Brigadier General George B. Davis,
went up and voted Socialist-Labo- r
At this cry the whole neighborhood
just February 4, 1911.
And
awoke to life. Men hurried up from to have a joke on the Deke.
Brigadier General Earl D. Thomas,
all directions, and the storekeepers whsn they came to count up, Bill's January 4, 1911.
came to their doors. Then more boys man was 'way ahead.
Brigadier General Charles Morton,
"The Deke has been paying up the March IS, 1910.
came down the street, all with the
same cry: "They're cornin'! They're bet like a man ever since. A lot of Brigadier General Charles L. Hodges,
women always come along with him. March 13, 1911.
coinin'!"
"Circus in town?" I asked the land- They think he's a noble hero, and that
Brigadier General Daniel H. Brush,
lord.
whisky is something like boiling kero- Mary 9, 1912.
"No, no," he said. "But you wait sene."
Brigadier General William L. Mar"But does the deacon think so?" I shall, June 11, 1910.
and you'll see some fun. I've got to
be going myself." With that he left asked.
Colonel Edgar S. Dudley, June 14,
me and disappeared into the hotel.
"Well," said the landlord, "I can't 1909.
memA wild shout arose in the street 1 say. But it's surely affecting his
Colonel Edward E. Wood (profeslooked up and saw a strange group ory. Why, sometimes he comes here sor), September 17, 1910.
and
In
and
has his drink,
the morning
It consisted of an old
approachrag.
Colonel Owen J. Sweet, September
man, tall and erect for all his long, then forgets all about it and comes 4, 1909.
dinner."
after
white beard, and five or six severe- - egain
Colonel John L. Clem, August 15,
looking, elderly women.
Walking
1915.
slowly and solemnly, as if to the gal- CATS SELL AT HIGH PRICES.
Colonel James W. Allison, Septemlows, they came up to the hotel and
ber 4, 1912.
turned and mounted the steps. Then Those of a
Lieutenant Colonel William W. RobLight Blue Shade in Color
the crowd, which had been gathering,
Are Now the Most Sought
inson, April 21, 1910.
made a rush and swung in behind
After.
Major C. W. Walkley (chaplain),
them, almost treading on their heels.
May 28, 1909.
I kept my seat, and tha whole proces
Many
triumphs in original color
Major Eugene O. Fechet, March 14,
sion, principals and all, brushed past were seen at the great champion show 1910.
me and entered the barroom of the of cats at the
Crystal palace, London,
Captain Daniel W. Arnold, Septemhotel. Wondering what it could all
ber 11, 1912.
England.
mean, I arrfse and followed.
With the modern cat beauty is to a
At the end of the current year the
When t found myself inside I saw larg extent skin deep that is to say, number of veterans in the regular
the landlord standing sedately behind coat and color reckon high, and high army will be reduced to twelve; at
value is set on certain combinations the end of 1910 it will be reduced to
of color which have only recently eight; at the end of 1911 it will be
teen achieved in their full measure.
reduced to four; and after 1912 the
The most artistic of all modern cats only veteran of the Civil War on the
s
is the blue Russian, of which Lady
active list of the army will be "Little
has the pick and won most of the Johnny Clem, the drummer boy of
prizes. Her best exhibits are of a Shiloh," who was carried on the back
Ieel light blue tint, absolutely
of the color sergeant at the head of
by any other shade, and they the troops in a terrific charge, which
possess that second desideratum
has been described in every history
a
eye, which, to the re of the Civil Wrar. It would be difficult
gret of all cat breeders, is apt to fade for those who have the pleasure of
isto the common green with age.
Colonel Clem today to realize,
In the case of the white smooth- - meeting
he was ever carried on anybody's
that
should
cat
the
be
and
baired
blue,
eye
shoulders, but, having been born ip
r
such an animal as the unbeaten
was then only 12
Snowstorm is a revelation in the August, 1851, he
and
has
old,
gained a good deal
years
breeder's power to get the pure colors
in weight since.
h seeks.
Colonel Clem was one of the youngAgain, the silver tabbies, whose vir
tue depends on the blackness of the est and perhaps the youngest soldier
lines and the clearness of the mark- in the Union army. He was mustered
ing between them, are preferred either in as a musician in the Twenty-seconMichigan infantry, May 1, 1863,
with golden or green eyes.
So, in the
"oranges," a and served through the war. In the
organization of the army he was made
very popular shade in
cats, the eye matches the coat very a second lieutenant in the Twenty-fourtclosaly. But to the public, who do not
infantry when he yas only 20
deal in special color, the smooth-haireyears old, was transferred to the
Russian blues with the copper eyes quartermaster's department in 1882,
are the most remarkable example of and reached his present rank of coland the highly onel and assistant quartermaster-genera- l
modern color schemes
"
artistic cat.
August 15, 1903.
Soiae of these are worth $250,
The Old Man Turned Around and though the best are descended from a
A
raveling Man's Experience.
recent and blemished progenitor
Held Up the Glass.
"I
must
tell you m experience on an
picked up for a song in a shop in
O. R. & N R. R. train from
the bar in an immaculate white linen Fulham, England.
Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore." writes
coat. The old man and the women
Sam A. Garber, a well known travelwalked straight up to him. Without a
Shell with Double Purpose.
man. "I was in the smoking demovement of his face the landlord set
ing
A shell which will hit two marks
with some other traveling
The
a
a
out black bottle and
glass.
will be tested this summer. The solid partment
one of them went out into
men
when
old man took the bottle and poured
steel head of the shell contains a
coach and came back and said,
out an unmistakable amber liquid.
the
which
is
of
high explosive,
charge
"Fill it up!" called a man at my detonated on impact. Back of this is 'There is a woman sick unto death in
side, and "Fill it up!" "Make him fill the shrapnel chamber, containing 120 the car.' I at once got up and went
it up!" echoed a dozen other voices.
bullets and a charge of high explosive. out, found her very ill with cramp
the old man The shrapnel portion can be timed to colic, her hands and arms were drawn
By way of answer,
turned around and held up the glass, explode above a body of troops, leav- up so you could not straighten them,
full to the brim. Then impressively
ing the solid head of the shell to pass and with a death like look on her face.
Two or three ladies were working with
he drank it off. Immediately one of on and strike elsewhere.
her and giving her whisky. I went to
the women handed him a glass of
Crowning the Queen in Brittany.
The little town of Pont Aven, known my suit case and got my bottle of
water, another patted him on the back,
and the others sighed and groaned in as "the Paradise of Painters," in the Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarhelpless distress. And then they all department of Finistere in the north of rhoea Remedy (I never travel without
marched slowly through the crowd to France, has been celebrating its fa- it), ran to the water tank, put a
the door without paying the slightest mous flower festival, in which all that double dose of the medicine in the
is most picturesque in Breton life is glass, poured some water into it and
attention to the hoots and
6hown. The Bretons have many facil- stirred it with a
that went up on all sides.
pencil; then I had
After the crowd had melted away ities for such a festival. They are con- quite a time to get the ladies to let
and the landlord had rejoined me on servative in the matter of their old me give it to her, but I succeeded. I
the veranda, I asked for an explana customs and costumes.
could at once see the effect and I
The leading feature of the festival worked with
He
tion of what I had just seen.
her. nubbins her hands,
chuckled to himself for a long time be is the crowning of the queen of the and in twenty minutes I gave her anchosen
is
Broom.
She
vote,
by
popular
fore he could find voice to begin.
alseated on a throne, and conducted to other dose. By this time we were
"Oh, that was nothing," he said at
to
was
I
most
Le
where
into
Grande,
exlast. "That happens every day. That the church, for the Bretons ore
to
I
leave
bottle
the
train.
the
gave
The
has
her
queen
old feller was Deacon Weatherbone, tremely religious.
of the husband to be used in case another
and those women belong to the ten court of maids ofin honor and all old
dose should be needed, but by the time
are
dressed
the
them
charming
perance society. The Deke's a great world costume of the country.
the train ran into Le Grande she was
too
didn't seem so
temperance man,
all right, and I received the thanks
a while ago, but it's true, and that's
of every passenger in the car." For
Alarm
Clock.
came
to
take
that drink.
how he
Rattling
Kinder mixed up, I know, but I'll tell
Among the various things which sale by all druggists.
en
of
make life hard to bear, not the
it
all
about
you
LETTER LIST.
"You see, last election the Deke was least is the neighbor's alarm clock.
of
List
letters
inremaining uncalled
of
to
torture
the
instrument
This
'round
outside the voting'
hanging
for
in
at Santa Fe, X.
the
to
a
be
has
postoffice
with
classed
right
place tackling everybody to vote the nocent
week
M.,
for
the
cornet
German
and
the
Sept. 18, 1909.
the
ending
somebeginner's
and
Prohibition ticket,
argifying
two weeks
effecnot
while
If
is
within
for
called
it
for
eminently
thing powerful. Well, along came old band,
Bill Todd, and the Deke went up to tive in doing its duty it too often suc- they will be sent to the dead letter
him. Now, Bill had a few election ceeds in waking everybody within ear- office at Washington:
drinks in him and he started argify- shot. Out of consideration for the
Anderson, Walter M.
fatAnderson, Mrs. W. M.
ing back at the Deke. A big crowd sufferers and partly, no doubt, to
Albert, Hugh.
got around them, and that put Bill ten his own bank account, a German
Apodaca, Maria.
right on his dignity, and he threw it invented a rattling alarm clock.
This clock, instead of having a
into the Deke for all he was worth.
Bragg, L. D.
"So after a bit, 'Deke,' he says, gong, has a contrivance on, top like
Boyle, Geo. E.
the mouthpiece of a telephone and at
Ruben.
'your man ain't got no show of being
Bryant,
elected. Suppose I did vote for him, the back of this mouthpiece is a little
W. F.
Bradburg,
hammer, vibrating on a spring. At
it'd be just wasting my vote.'
John.
Breitmeyer,
set
to
this
hammer
is
the
.time
put
"That made the Deke hot. 'Is that
Mrs.
W. S.
Baumann,
a tattoo on the diaso?' he says. Well, who are you go- work beating
Collins, J.
of
the
This
promouthpiece.
phragm
vote
to
for,
'
anyway?
ing
Cormick, A. M.
" 'Me?' says Bill, throwing oat his duces a continual and penetrating rat
B. H.
Christian,
wakes
as
which
the
hearer
tie
quite
chest. 'I'm going to vote for the party
Frank.
Emerson,
as
old
the
style alarm and
what'll elect the next president. I'm effectively
Eshbach, Robert
without disturbing persons in other
Socialist-Laborvote
to
going
house.
of
Fulmer, J. H.
the
parU
" 'Huh,' says the Deke, 'and you talkFay, Miss S. M.
r
ing about wasting your vote.'
Gonzales, Jose A.
Lucky.
"Then it was Bill's turn to get hot.
N.
Gonzales, Jose
"Well," said the young man whose
'
Say,' he says, 'I'll tell you what I'll do.
!T
Gilmour, J. II. B.
turtle
while
turned
had
he
was
we
auto
more
that
votes
get
I'll bet you
Mrs.
Hyden,
Maggie.
be
"it
I'm
worse;.
not
might
right here in Grant Center than you eloping,
Hedricks, Jr., Pleasant.
dead."
do. Bet you ten dollars.'
"'"
Hanson, Sharp.
"Yes," replied one of his rescuers,
" 'Sorry I never bet,' says the Deke,
O.
Mrs.
F.
a
deal
Higginson,
be
worse, you
great
"it might
'cause it's ea6y money.'
' "'You're 'frald,' aays Bill; 'but see- are not married." Houston Post
, :V
Haverty, Mrs. Lula.

A Martyr to
the Cause

De-cie-

copper-colore-

d

Ful-me-

d

self-colo- r,

rough-haire-

d

h

d

east-boun-

Why Suffer ?

.

.'

'

'

'

-

,

SALE-typewrit-

medicine."

Try

FOR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler in good condition,
it will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing
d

Best Treatment Tor a Burn.
If for no other reason, Chamberlain's Salve should be kept in every
household on account of its great
value in the treatment of burns. It
allays the pain almost instantly, and
unless the injury is a severe one,
heals the parts without leaving a scar.
This salve is also unequaled
for
capped hands, sore nipples and diseases of the skin. Price 23 cents.
For sale by all druggists.

STORES

Detroit

5;

Philadelphia

anl

Good home cooking.

New Mexican can do printing
to that done in any of the large
Our solicitor, every piece of
we turn out. Try our stock
and you will certainly come
We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the west.

The
equal
oities.
work
once
again.

New York 4 ; Chicago 1.
American League.

Hnnkins, S.
Larivas, Navor.
l.en, Maurice.
Murry, Miss Maxine.
Miller, Miss Minnie.
McCauley, Robert.
Meigs, A. L.
Minbrey, Wm.
Norton, Mrs. E. A., (4).
Norton, E. A., (3).
Martinez, Lela.
Ortiz, Miss Gualupita.
Ortiz, Luciana Lujan de.
Polard, O. R.
Paget, G. E.
Pacheco, Miss Teofila.
Porter, Mrs. Gertrude.
Purdy. James H.
Russell, Mrs. Rose.
Robinson, Miss Nell. N
Robt, M. F.
Sedillon, Miguel.
Summers, J. L.
Stovall, Jack.
Simmons, Mrs. Lucy.
Tedd, Lieut. Col. Henry, (2).
Vrioste, Delfinia.
Woods, C. J.
,
Whitluck, Elena.
Williamson, R. J.
Watson, W. D.
Williamson, A. J.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
FRANK W. SHEARON,

goo

Two mnre roomers

WAXTED

Cardui

AT ALL DRUG

A

boarders at Mrs. AUOIearyV, 242 Weft
Palace avenue. Hates reasonable.

J34

It Will Help You

er,

Leave orders for Auti, at Postal
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.

Kra. Charles Bragg, of Sweetser, Ind., tried Cardui SHe
writes: "Tongue cannot tell how much Cardui has done for me.
Before I began taking Cardui I could not do a day's work. I
would work awhile and lie down. 1 ehall always gire praise to your

3.

New York 10; St. Louis 1.
Western League.
Lincoun 1; Sioux City 0.
Pueblo 10, 4; Denver 8, 0.
Topeka 4, 2, WicMta 10, 7.
Omaha 6, 7, Des Moines 5, 5.
Pacific Coast League.
Oakland-Portlangame, tie.
Vernon 3; San Francisco 0.
Sacramento 3; Los Angeles
American Association.
Indianapolis 5; Milwaukee 2.
Toledo 2;' St. Paul 3.
Ixiiiisville 3; Minneapolis 1.
Kansas City 2; Columbus 0.

Tickling or dry Coughs will quickly
loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells moth
ers to use nothing else, even to
babies. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a lung
healing mountainous shrub give the
curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough,
and heals the sensitive bronchial
membranes. No opium, no chloroform,
nothing harsh used to injure or supDemand Dr. Shoop's Accept
press.
no other. Sold by Stripling Burrows
ver;-youn-

d

2.

g

It's a pity when sick ones drug the Co.
stomach or stimulate the Heart and
Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
The Xew Mexican Printing Com-- i
stomach, means weak Stomach nerves
has on hand a large supply ot
pany
always. And this is also true of the
and tablets suitable for school
pads
Heart and Kidneys. The weak nerves
for lawyers
are instead crying out for help. This work, the desk, and also
We
land
merchants;
everywhere.
good
explains why Dr. Shoop's Restorative will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
is promptly helping Stomach, Heart
and Kidney ailments. The Restorative reaches out for the actual cause
of these ailments the failing "inside
nerves." Anyway test the Restora
tive 48 hours. It won't cure so soon
as that, but you will surely know that
j

i

STB

help is coming.

Sold

by

Stripling-Burrow-

s

Co.

Postmaster.

Engraved cards de visit and wed
invitations a specialty at the
Mexican Printing office.
Any
sanding in need of such will do
to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

BASEBALL

$16.10

ding
New
one
well

HOW THEY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost. P. C.
30
.731
.98
Pittsburg
44
.674
.91
Chicago
51
.605
New York
.78
67
.496
.66
Cincinnati
70
.481
.65
Phialdelphia . ...
83
.362
47
St. Louis
86
.376
47
Brooklyn
.287
92
37
Boston

EL PASO & RETURN

CHATAUQUA

for Biliousness.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets last night, and
I feel fifty per cent better than I have
for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al
legan, Mich. "They are certainly a
' fine article for biliousness."
For salej
by all druggists.
Good

Meeting
Datasof sale Sept 15th to
i

j

20 t h;

Return Limit Sept, 23rd.
See Santa Fe Agents.

T

Detroit
Philadelphia
Boston
Chicago .
Cleveland .
New York
St. Louis .

Washington

"s9
65
79
68

68
63

58
36

48
67
67
71
73
78
100

W"""

Hhh

.650

Hi
II

Won. Lost. P. C.

Denver
Wichita

76

.66
.61

.67
.56

52
55
63
70
77
73
82

.631
.604
.547
.485

.442;

UFL

amps

PRICE-LIS- T

.479

.406
Lincoln
.402
.55
Pueblo .
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Boston at Cincinnati.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at fit. Louis.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
American League.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
Western League.
Des Moines at Sioux City.
Pueblo at Denver.
Omaha at Lincoln.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg 6; Brooklyn 3.

CHILDREN WHO ABE SICKLY

15
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20o.
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15s.
One-lin- e
25c.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 5 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
ISc
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
Each additional fine, aame price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In siz, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
One-lin-

ac-

cept any substitute. A tril package
will be sent FREE to any mother who
will address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,

e

2

lf

DATES, ETC.
Me
,m
any town and date for
50
in
and
Dater
month,
year
day
Ledger
.35
Dater
line
Regular
:. I.N
Definance Mote! Band Czzzr
1.50
Wood
and
Rubber
Cut
Stamp
Signature,
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
SELF-INKINSTAMP PADS.
15 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
25 cents; 2 34x4
Local Dater

Fac-Sml-

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
for use throughout the season. They
Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness,
Constipation,
Teething Disorders,
Headache and
Stomach Trouble.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don't

A

MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
6AVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY3

Western League.
S9
84

rff

i

i

Sioux City
Des Moines
Omaha
Topeka

4t

Jfi. "V sLi &JP IWf fc K.
.5041 1
.498
.463 ifl I
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
.427 I
.265 1
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINESS, RE.58113

.

i

FOR RENT, OR
J. B. Sloan.

Are you one of the thousands of women tvEo
suffer from female ailments 1 If so, don 't be discouraged, go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
Cardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
During the last half century, Cardui has been
established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
for pain which only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no harmful ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

d

cat-cal- ls

WMFS

le

G

2,

15

cents;

3

1A, 50

cents;

4

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

PEV7

VEXK$

2,

75

cents.

ADDKESS

PRIJSTlJiG

ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

CO.
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NO. 92.
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THE BEST WHAT IS

We are now receiving Sealship't Oysters
DIRECT FROM

BALTIMORE
And are sellirg them at the same price that others
are bellirg those Old Style Gulf. Pickled in the
Wood Water Soaked kind.

92.

5

MARKET

PHONE
NO. 92.

21

"Criticism has also been made of
the crockery schedule and the failure
to reduce that. The question whether
it ought to have been reduced or not
was a question of evidence with both
committees of Congress took up and
both concluded that the present rates
on crockery were such as were needed to maintain the business in this
country. I had been informed that
the crockery schedule was not high
enough and mentioned that in one of
my campaign speeches as a schedule
probably where there ought to be
some increase.

'

lUoi-o-nrit-

CASH

4

No

Grocery

g

Zik-fess-

No.

4

Bakery

Flout

i

BIG PURSES HUNG
UP AT ALBUQUERQUE

FAIR.

Ten Thousand Dollars in Prizes to Be
Given Away on Race Track
"
and Baseball Diamond.

X

PER SACK
2

1--

2

2

1--

2

Per cent COUPONS Per cent
Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2 12 per cent in addition to our low prices.

F. Andrews,

Phone

Mo.

amount
fmz int0
of the country,
consumption
,,
mnsnv
npnpssitmo nn which rhprp has
been a reduction of duties and
which the G50 decreases applied.
"Now this statement shows as conclusively as possible the fact that
there was a substantial downward revision on articles entering into the
general consumption of the cbuntry
hich cabe t6rmf

Bowling and Pool Notes High
score bowling on September 17, 195
by E. W. Marsh
High bust 18 by
F. R. Bothwell.
California Flyer Late Santa Fe
train No. 3, the California Flyer, from
the east, due this forenoon, failed to

4

arrive until late this afternoon.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw 'furs uf all kinds

436 Canon Hoad
Phone black

SANTA FE, N.

M.

rf':

Potion

e

h

o

1

e

Vi

'

h

.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Hack

Coronado Cafe

CO.

Hug Un

120 San Francisco

MONEYS AND METALS.
New York, Sept. IS. Lead, copper

nominally unchanged; silver

7--

7--

;"

1--

7--

1--

7--

19.

LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Sept. 18. Cattle Receipts 500, including 300 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4.50
8.00; southern steers $3.004.60;
southern cows $2.25 St 4.00: nati
cows and heifers $2.005.50; stock- ers ana reeaers ?2.005.50;
bulls
$2.503.75; calves $3.757.7o; western steers $3.906.75; western cows
?2.504.25.
Hogs
Receipts 2,000.
Market
strong. Bulk of sales $7.908.25;
heavy $8.10S.30; packers and butchers $8.008.30;
light $7.758.15;
pigs $5.507.25;
Receipts 15,000. Market
Sheep
steady. Muttons $4.255.25;
lambs
$6.007.70; range wethers $4.00
5.G0; range ewes $3.254.75.
Chicago, Sept. IS. Cattle Receipts
200. Market steady.
Beeves $4.10
S.40; Texas steers $4.005.25; western steers $4.006.50; stockers antf
feeders $3.004.90;
cows, heifers
$2.256.20; calves $6.759.25.
Hogs
Receipts 5,000. Market
steady, to shade higher. Light $7.85
8.35; mixed $7.758.40; heavy $7.50
8.43; rough

$ 7.50

7.80; good, choice

heavy $7.808.45; pigs $7.108.15.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 300.
steady. Native $2.755.00; western
$4.507.50; bulk sales $8.058.30;
yearlings ?4.605.60; lambs, native
$4.507.50.
CALL FOR BIDS.

Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Regents of the New Mexico Military Institute, Roswell, N. M.,
up to 12 o'clock noon, the 9th day of
October, 1909, for the construction of
the Academic Building, according to
plans and specifications on file at the
offices of I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
Architects, Trinidad, Colo., and Santa
Fe. N. M., also at the office of the secretary. Proposals must be accompanied by a certified check in amount
equal to 3 per cent of proposal, according to conditions accompanying speci
fications. The board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
COL. J. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent,
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary.

HOTEL ACACIA
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HUBBS

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Screened Raton Lump

$4.50 per ton
6.00

t

Anthracite
;

Smithing

ft near

K

a--

,

t.

Coal all sizes
Coal

(

j

AND RETAIL

pro-an- d

propo-placei- ?

Sawed Wood and Kindling
Kinds of Steam Coal.

All

CAPITAL COAL YARD
& S. F. Depot.

K

9

CE LINE

r

NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

JjOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

(

.;

.

IS

18

301-30-

3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N,

word-picture- s

ukder-valu-tion-

FOR FIVE CENTS

J.

-

,

I

tt All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free scavenge
W
We will shortly have in a full line ol
Mexican 8 tr aw Hats at 50cts. each

W

e

j

1

j

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAHIO Proprietor.

s

y

-

JW,

BARBER

,

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
K

fl

SHOP

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue

;

1-- 4;

I

Call np 132 Black for Carriages.

511-2-

call money nominal;
prime paper
41-2Mexican dollars 43.
New York. Sept. 18. Amal. S3
Atch. 120
N. Y. C. 137
S. p'.
129
U. P. 205
steel 83
pfd. 127
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 18. Wheats
Dec. 98
Sept. 101
Corn Sept. G8
Dec. GO
Oats Sept. 39
Dec. 39
Pork Sept. $23.95; Jan. $18.02
Lard Sept. $12.02
Oct. $12.00.
Ribs Sept. $11.90; Oct. $11.62
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Sept. IS. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums
2328; fine mediums 2224; fine 13

1

St

1903.

Huff of El Paso has been awarded
is $0,000,000 000, rep- the contract to build the Luna couri-thof articles
the
consumption
ty court house at Deming for $40,477. resenting
to less
which
decreases
applied,
real-tTh
t
Aihununrnu
Rnrniar.
dence of Thomas Lawler at Albuquer-- ! thaa $300,000,000 of articles of necesL"
lraJBasBU
y
car-apyuea
was
entered by burglars who
que,
.1
nvnmi'oo or
rf flirt TJnuhl
iNOWnm wi
Ule PIUIUlse
ried off a gold watch and several
was
to
not
every- revise
platform
jean
rings,
in
the
and
thlnS
downward,
speeches
W. H. Kerr has transferred the
whicn have been taken as interpreting
agency of the Imperial Laundry to F.
which I made in the
O. Brown, who will call for same as that Platform,
I
not promise that
did
campaign.
heretofore. The agencv will remain at
It is an admitted fact that real es(everything should go downwtrd.
Kerr's barber shop.
financial men and merchants all
tate,
1
Promised was that there
To Hold Soecial Meetino Monda- y-, what
say that quickest and best results are
should be many decreases and that in
A special
obtained by advertising in "the New
meeting of the Woman's
Mexican.
Board of Trade will be held at the li- - some few thinSS increases would toe
found
but that on the
brary rooms on Monday afternoon at whole necessary;
1 conceived that the change of
2:30. All members are urgently re- condtions
would make the revision
quested to be present
downward and that I
necessarily
Sermons
services
At
the
708 W. 6th bt. 8. W. Cor. 6th. & nope Sts.
Sunday
the showing which I
under
at the Presbyterian church Rev. J. B':jcPRtend
SOUP.
California.
Mock Turtle.
Gallaway will in the morning preach ,nave made has een the result of the
on "The Gnidins: Snirit." and in the rayne Dill.
TWO BLOCKS FROM
N0 Attempt to satisfy Free i raaer.
FOSTOFFIOK
RELISHES.
evening on "Blessings for Backslid-"I did not agree, nor did the Repub-S- .
ers."
Celery.
For
convenience and
'
contort dont fail to stop
lican party, that we would reduce
Morrow
Salad.
Death of Colonel W,
our
at
Hotel while la
Potatoes a la Alemonia.
( oKnel W. S. Morrow who spent a rates to such a point as to reduce
. it E k 1 Ti. ?.! L.os Angeles.
Liaree
outside
elegantly furfortune in mining in Grant county and prices by the introduction of foreign
nished rooms. Hot 4
That is what the free
BOILED.
lived at Lordsburg in 1S87, died at competition.
cold running water:
elevator service. RaBeef Spanish Sauce. '
Westfield, New Jersey, at the age of traders want. That is what the rev-7tes $5.00 per week,
enue
but
tariff
ROAST.
reformers
that
witb private bath
desire,
years.
r , i,
Washington Street car
'is not what the Republican platform K. C. Prime Au Jus,:
Kennedy on Trial for Murder
direct to door.
is
M.
not
was
Baked Chicken With Dressing,
what the
this promised, and it
James
Kennedy who
taken from the territorial pen- publican party wished to bring about,
ENTREES.
itentiary, where he was for safekeep- - To repeat again what I opened this
LAUNDRY
Fried Apples with Bacon.
ing, to Silver City, is on trial there speech with the proposition of the
OF
for murder.
Republican party, was reduce rates so
New Coal Company It is reported as to maintain a difference between
VEGETABLES.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Corn on Cob
that Eugenio Romero of Las Vegas the cost of production abroad and Mashed Potatoes,
will shortly open up a coal and lum-- ; here, insuring a reasonable profit to
Does First Class Work.
DESSERT.
ber business near the Santa Fe depot the manufacturer on all articles
that Thomas B. Delgado will be duced in this country, and the
Apricot Pie.
Apple. Pie.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL
in charge.
Lemon Ice Cream.
sltion to If&uce rates and to prevent
Ice Tea
Entertain Orphans of St. Vincent
Coffee,
Tea,
their being excessive was to lessen the
HesLa.qiartrg at
Dinner 35c.
This afternoon the management of opportunity for monopoly and the
the Elks' theatre entertained as their SUpression of compettion so that ex- If you want anything on earth try
guests the orphans of St. Vincent Or- cessive rates could be taken advantage
4- 4
a New Mexican want "ad."
phanage and the children of the pa- of to force prices up.
rochial schools.
was
is
there
stated
that
it
"Now,
Laying Sidewalks The work of lay- - not a reduction in a number of the
ing sidewalks on Don Gaspar avenue schedules where there ought to be.
nas comuiem;eu auu worn wm snoniy n is saj,i that there was no reduc-bTHE MILITARY OCCUPATION OF NEW MEXICO
begun by the city on sidewalks on ti0a in the cotton schedule.
There
as
road
and College street,
Cerrillos
was not until the House and the Sen
well as on East Palace avenue.
ate took evidence and found from cot-By COL. R. E. TW1TCHELL
Found Guilty of Manslaughter
ton manufacturers and other sources
After being out all night, a jury at that the rates upon the iower class bf
Portales, Roosevelt county, found Ar-.- cottoa .were such as t0 enable them
thur ' Adams guilty of manslaughter t0 make a decent profit ,but only a
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 29, 1909.
for killing Guy H. Porter, near Mel decent profit and they were contented
book
Colonel
of
Twitchell oa the Military Occu.The
ro?e, on last Christmas night.
with it; but that the rates on the
of New Mexico, from 1846 to 1851," is a brillant acpation
Death of Mrs. Harriet Crary Mrs.
grade of cotton cloth, by reacount of an almost unknown period. The
Harriet E. Crary died yesterday af- higher
son of court decisions had been reof ihe narrative are admirably illustrated by the pictures
ternoon at Albuquerque where she duced so that
were considerably
of the historic personages, piaces and documents connected
lived the past 25 years. Her husband below those ofthey
the cheaper grades of
died several years ago. Interment
those stirriug times. Comu.encing with the causes
with
cotton cloth, and that by
will be made at Columbus, Ohio.
Mexican war, it traces the wonderful marches of
the
of
and otherwise the whole cotton
Will Not Come to New Mexico
and Doniphan from Missouri to Chihuahua, graKearny
been
and
made
had
unjust
Because his wife refuses to come to schedule
describes the occupation of New Mexico and illus.
were
phically
various
items
the
disproportionujINew Mexico, Graham Bailey yester-Jjda- ate in respect to the varying cloths.
trates the whole with a series of portraits and views, which
filed suit for divorce in the dis- has required years to collect. Brillancy of style, combined
new
was
it
a
in
Senate
the
system
Hence,
trict court at Albuquerque. Mrs.
conscientious care as to matter, produce a result
witb
make
to
the
introduced,
attempting
New
IslBrighton, Staten
Bailey is at
utmost interest and value
an
more
than
of
the
rather
duties
specific
and, New York.
Judito
order
in
valorem
by
prevent
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
Died of Hemorrhages With
the
President Historical Society of New Mexico.
words, "Something has broken lose cial devision or otherwise a disproin my lnsides," and "this is the end," Lportionate and unequal operation ct
THE EDITION IR LIMITED
Paul L. Smith, aged 30 years, dropped the schedule.
OXT BALE JLT WELTMER'S
THOSK DESIRING COPIES
SHOULD PURCHASE AT ONOE
dead at Lordsburg, Grant county, with t "Under this schedule it was conthe blood gushing from nose and tended that there had been a general
-

Genaral
Merchandise

FRANK F GORMLEY
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fair aud assures' the best baseball,
horse racing, livestock and crop exhibits ever gathered together in New
Mexico. All to this the visit of President Taft, the Strobel airship, the
southwestern marathon, the games of
pushball by the troopers of the United
States cavalry,' the mammoth automobile pageant, the industrial and trades
parade, John L. Sullivan, the father of
prize fighting, and there will be something to put it mildly.
Sheep men should not forget that a
trophy silver cup has been offered at
the territorial fari next month for the
best exhiit of range raised Rambouil-le- t
rams. There will be half a dozen
other fine prizes in the sheep exhibit
and all sorts of trophies in the cattle
show. The sheep and cattle exhibits
at the Twenty-nintfair are going to
break all previous records in the
southwest.
With seventy-fivhundred dollars of
fered in prizes and the fastest horses
in the west assured, the horse racing
New Mexevents at the Twenty-nintico fair is going to be splendid. The
Albuquerque track is in better condition than ever before, the long list of
harness events is already crowded
with entries and 'here are more coming in all the time.

'the

i

Phone No. 4.

Ten thousand dollars is to be given
away in prizes at the Twenty-nint- h
New Mexico fair in Albuquerque next
month. This is the biggest bunch of
purses ever given away at a territorial

13,

MARKET REPORT

tory.

"t,atd

HI

PHONE

rise of all duties on cotton.. This was
vigorously denied by the treasury de- pai tment experts. At last the Senate
in conference consented to a reduc
tion amounting to about 10 per cent
on all lower goods of cotton and this
reduced the lower grades of cotton
substantially to the same rates as before and increased the higher grades
to what they ought to be under the
Dingley law and what they were intended to be.
"Now I am going into the question of evidence as to whether the
cotton duties were too high. It was a
question of evidence which Congress
passed upon after they heard the
statements of cotton manufacturers,
and such other evidence as was available. I agree that the method of taking evidence and the determination
was made in a general way. There
ought to be other methods of obtaining the evidence and reaching a conclusion that the evidence is satisfac-

mouth. He was a car repairer and j
!
was ill with consumption.
Sale
for Comic Opera The I
Ticket
ticket sale for the comic opera, "The
(Continued From Page Five.)
Isle of Ping Pong," is still in progress
D. L. Williams ranger at Glorieta, at Fischer's drug store. Everybody
is in on official business.
who wants to enpoy one of the best
E. S. Barker left today for the Pe- shows that ever came to Santa Fe
cos, having been transferred as for- will do well to secure seats at once.
est ranger from the Jemez.
The performance takes place Tuesday
D. R. Carter, forest ranger, who night.
has been transferred from the PeFair and Cooler The record of fair
cos to the Jemez was on his way this weather the past .week is to be conmorning to his new station.
tinued next week, according to the
Miss Adeline Yrissari who has been weather bureau
prediction for tomorvisiting her uncle and aunt, Mr. and row for fair and cooler weather. YesMrs. Page B. Otero, will leave tomorthe maximum temperature was
row afternoon for her home at Los terday
67 .degrees and the minimum 47 deAngeles.
grees, a range of only 20 degrees. The
This morning at 6 o'clock at a nup- relative
humidity at 6 p. m. was only
tial mass at the Cathedral, Vicar 30 per cent.
General Anthony Fourchegu joinEntered Ranks of Modern Woodmen
Delfina
Miss
in
ed
marriage
Last
night at a meeting of Camp
Mr.
and
Olivas and Miguel Alire.
of Modern Woodmen of
Order
13514,
Mrs. F. Alarid acted as witnesses. Folthe
America,
following
neophytes were
weddins:
a
ntnirrh
services
ha
mto
the
mysteries of the or-o-f
breakfast was served at the residence
T. Koch, Frank E. Keefe,
- der:
August
Galis214
at
White
Mrs Virginia
teo street. From ten to twelve a re- - Elliott S. Barker, James L. Leese, Jay
B. Sloan, Harry Franklin, Thomas H.
ception was held, those who were
Herbert C. Stewart, Charles F.
present being: Mesdames Nicanor P.v'fl.
and Rupert P. Asplund.
Euti-Lin'ney
'
Baca Lola Baca, Joseflta Baca,
Ba"da de Santa Fe Sunday pro- mia Rncn Virginia Kesler. Virginia
2 p. m. weather permitting
White- - Misses Jesusita Baca, Helen grain at
Un
Saludo a Santa Fe, Al- AlarcnT.uT.miez
Arlelita
AUro
,
,
.,1.. ..
Machie- Mazurka
Rosabel,
aama;
Federico
Mrs.
Mr.
aud
Alarid,
cero,
Overture
Pictures,
Living
and Juan Olivas. The First Regiment- Beyer;
al Band under the leadership of Pro- - Dalbey; Waltz Life is a Dream,
Ramirez was also present anS off; Schottische Sweetest Girl of
Maciue-ueyer- ;
roma Amure,
All,
rendered choice music.
Gary; Clarionet Solo by request;
Mexican Dance Maria, J. F. Davila;
March Montrose, Cogswell. AlejanMINOR CITY TOPICS dro Aldama, Leader.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 17, 1909.
Maximum temperature, 67 degrees,
X
Denver, Colo., Sept. IS.
at 3:10 p. m. Minimum temperature,
New Mexico:
X Forecast for
47 degrees, at 5:50 a. m. Mean tem
X Generally fair tonight and Sun-perature, 57 degrees. Departure from
day with cooler weather Sun-S- i
normal, minus 3 degrees. Relative hu
day.
midity at 6 a. m., 54 per cent. Rela-tiv- p
humiditv at. n ni.. SO ner cent.
Another fine line of millinery will
ave
for the
Re,ative
humjdit
arrive next week at Miss Mugler's
42 per cent. Lowest temperature
day,
For a square deal WELTMER'S is
during last night, 45 degrees. Temper- the place for books and stationery.
ature at 6 a. m. today, 4G degrees.
is Growing Fourteen
Magdalena
new residences are going up at MagPRESIDENT AT TWIN CITIES.
dalena, Socorro county.
Fall and Winter Opening at Mrs.
(Continued From Page One)
Lyng's the exclusive millinery store,
Saturday, September 18th. Ladies all he
Qf

social and personal
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